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Appetite for 
quality. Our credo, your success!
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Pave the way for your success and join us 

in HACK’s art of fine baking. Savour baking 

culture of the highest quality and produc-

tion standards. The motivation and driving 

force in the over 80-year success story of 

our company has always been and will al-

ways be the wishes and needs of our cus-

tomers. Epitomising this in particular is our 

extensive bake-off range, going from regi-

onal classics, to international specialities 

and even Mediterranean snack creations and innovative trends.

When it comes to any discussions about the taste and quality of 

bakery products from small baker’s shops and those produced on 

an industrial scale, we uncompromisingly go our own way: the very 

best ingredients and traditional craftsmanship combined with mo-

dern manufacturing techniques and sustainable production condi-

tions.

Our breads, rolls and patisserie are prebaked to perfection and 

then deep-frozen. Handling the products is swift and simple and 

neatly dovetails into your processes. All the items are clearly la-

belled to ensure stock can be quickly identified and used as and 

when needed.

We guarantee quality-controlled and certified premium products 

and steadfastly build on the spirit of respect and close cooperation 

we enjoy with our colleagues, partners, suppliers and customers.

Embrace the excellence of tradition and the opportunities of the 

future and offer your customers and guests a wonderful treat!

Ihr.

          Hans Böttcher

     Chief Sales Officer



The structure.

Production Sales Service

Onlinebusiness

HACK AG brands Licensed brands
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*Joint Venture
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Baking Matrix.
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IMPORTANT!

The oven must always be preheated!

Adjust the temperature if the product is too dark; you must keep to the baking 

time given. The defrosting time depends on the room temperature and can 

therefore vary.

The baking times and baking temperatures given are only a guide. They may vary 

due to factors such as how full the oven is, power fluctuations, defrosting times 

too short, and the care and wear of the oven.

Product group Bake   Defrost time Baking Baking Baking time Steam only when 
 frozen in min. paper temperatur in min. baking begins 

Rolls, seeded rolls and baguettes yes - no 180-190°C 12 4-6 sec.
(light and dark) all sorts       

Masonry-oven rolls, potato bread yes - no 170-180°C 8  4-6 sec. 
rolls, focaccias and ciabattas

Croissants, filled and unfilled no 20 yes 170°C 19-20 10-12 sec. 
 (precooked dough pieces)s 

Danish pastry, sweet and savoury no 20 yes 170-180°C 20 4-6 sec. 
 (precooked dough pieces) e.g.  
cherry-vanilla cases, open pai®,  
hot dog deluxe

Puff pastry (dough piece) e.g.  no 20 yes 180-190°C 20 no 
apple triangles, cherry slices    
 
Pizza snacks, pai® and various  yes - yes 180°C 15 2-3 sec. 
savoury snacks 
(calzone see label details)

Pretzels and other lye-dough  no 15-20 no 160-170°C 16-17 no 
products (precooked dough  
pieces) 
 
Wood-fired oven breads  yes - no 180-200°C  15 4-6 sec. 
and baguettes

Wood-fired oven traditional  yes - no 200-220°C 20-25 4-6 sec. 
bread 2,000g  



We are the fresh and multifaceted mouth-waterers!

Whether as champions rolls, rye rolls or Vinschgau rolls – coming  

out of the oven nice and crusty, fluffy and smelling irresistible,  

we’re bound to have your customers entranced. The sky’s the limit  

to how we can be garnished and combined. It’s not without good  

reason that we rank among the top sellers in the range.  

Just one question remains:  

which one of us is going to be your favourite?

The benefits for you: 

Best ingredients | Fine recipes Easy to handle 

Short baking times Long storage times

                I am a wholesome and hearty 
  masonry-oven roll, and with fresh 
     lettuce, tomatoes, slices of gherkin, 
    diced peppers and honest slices of 
           meat loaf, I’m a serious  
 temptation not only for the 
                       tough guys.

Rolls.
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1530 Breakfast roll
Our bestseller: Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.

 4 x 28 75 24  - 6-12 hr..PB

1524 Bread shop roll
Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.

 4 x 28 70 24  - 24 hr..PB

1592 Berlin style roll 
Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.

 4 x 20 70 28  - 5 hr..PB

1515 Roll from the masonry oven
Wheat roll with straight cut and

 rustic surface.

 4 x 25 70 24  - 3 hr..PB

1925 Floured roll
Wheat roll with straight cut and 

floured surface.

 4 x 28 75 24  60 min. 24 hr..PB

1566 Double bread roll*
Two wheat rolls baked in pairs with 

one longitudinal cut.

 3 x 20 115 24PB  - 5 hr..

-09-

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



81655 Roll
Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.

 100 70 20  - 4 - 6 hr..PB

80381 Bread shop roll
Wheat roll with straight cut

and rustic surface.

 3 x 30 60 30  - 6-12 hr..PB

1880 Long roll from the masonry oven
Long wheat and rye roll and 

floured surface.

 3 x 30 75 24  - 24 hr..PB

81647 Kaiser roll 
Classic wheat roll with 

curved cuts.

 120 65 20  - 4 - 6 hr..PB
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1586 Kaiser roll
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts 

and lightly floured.

1512 Kaiser roll
Classic wheat roll with 

curved cuts.

 4 x 25 70 24  - 4-5 hr..PB  4 x 20 60 30  - 24 hr..PB

1510 Poppy seed kaiser roll
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts and 

decorated with poppy seeds.
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 4 x 25 65 24  - 24 hr..PB
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1510 Poppy seed kaiser roll
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts and 

decorated with poppy seeds.

1511 Sesame kaiser roll 
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts and 

decorated with sesame seeds.

 4 x 25 65 24  - 24 hr..PB

1562 Maxi poppy seed roll*
Square wheat roll, top and bottom are 

sprinkled with poppy seeds.

 50 88 48  - 4-5 hr..PB

1567 Sunflower seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll sprinkled 

with sunflower seeds.

 3 x 30 70 24  - 24 hr..PB

1565 Pumpkin seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll sprinkled 

with pumpkin seeds.

 3 x 30 80 24  - 24 hr..PB

18110401 Sunflower seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll sprinkled 

with sunflower seeds.

 4 x 25 88 20  - 4-6 hr..PB
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*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



461 Granary quark roll*
Square, dark wheat roll with oilseeds and quark. The top is 

sprinkled with poppy seeds and sesame seeds, 
with sunflower seeds on the bottom side.

 2 x 40 80 30  20 min. 24 hr..PB

460 Granary quark bread stick
Square, dark wheat roll with a selection of seeds and 

quark in the dough. Two cross sections sprinkled with 
poppy seeds and sesame seeds.

 40 120 36  20 min. 12 hr..PB

458 Granary bread stick*
Wheat roll with grains and seeds 

(oatmeal, sunflower seeds, sesame seeds and linseed).

 90 60 30  - 3 hr..PB
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80829 Multigrain roll
Multigrain roll sprinkled with linseed 

and sesame seeds.

80810 Pumpkin seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll with pumpkin seeds in the 

crumb and decorated with pumpkin seeds.

 2 x 20 90 36  - 4 - 6 hr..PB

484 „Kornquarkstange“*
Dark wheat bun with quark and oilseeds.

456 Granary roll
Dark, roll-wound wheat and rye roll, lightly 

floured and with two cuts.

 30 80 56  - 24 hr...PB

18110301 Champions roll
Multigrain roll with sesame and poppy seeds on the top 

and decorated with sunflower seeds on the bottom side.

1563 Roll with grains
Triangular seeded roll with peanut flavour and 

decorated with seeds.
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*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

 50 120 28  - 12 hr..PB
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80829 Multigrain roll
Multigrain roll sprinkled with linseed 

and sesame seeds.

 40 90 36  - 8 hr..PB

1568 Multigrain roll
Multigrain roll sprinkled with linseed and sesame seeds

 3 x 30 80 28  - 5 hr..PB

18110301 Champions roll
Multigrain roll with sesame and poppy seeds on the top 

and decorated with sunflower seeds on the bottom side.

 100 88 20  - 4 - 6 hr..PB

1563 Roll with grains
Triangular seeded roll with peanut flavour and 

decorated with seeds.

1522 Maxi granary roll
These „Champion Rolls“ are sprinkled with sesame and 

poppy seeds on the top, and they are decorated with 
sunflower seeds on the bottom side.

 2 x 20 90 44  - 4-5 hr..PB

 60 100 48  - 24 hr..PB



1535 Dairyman´s flat bread
Wheat and rye roll with oilseeds and cheese.

1816 Farmhouse roll with seeds
Rustic wheat roll with a rugged crack in the crust, with 

pumpkin seeds, rye flakes and poppy seeds in the dough, 
and sprinkled with millet, linseed, sesame, 

pumpkin seeds and poppy seeds. 

 4 x 15 90 32  - 5 hr..PB

1917 Farmhouse roll with pumpkin seeds
Rustic wheat roll with pumpkin seeds on the top.

 4 x 15 90 32  - 5 hr..PB

-14-

 50 125 30  20 min. 24 hr..PB
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1928 Vital energy roll with carrots 
Rectangular wheat roll with carrots. Sprinkled with

 pumpkin seeds, linseed, sunflower seeds, and oatmeal.

 2 x 40 120 24  - 48 hr..PB

1553 Malt farmhouse roll
Wheat and rye roll decorated with oat flakes.

 4 x 15 90 32  - 5 hr..PB

1817 Farmhouse roll, light brown
Rustic wheat roll with semolina sprinkled on top. 

 2 x 20 75 64  - 6-12 hr..PB

1844 Farmhouse sandwich roll, 
light brown*

Rustic, rectangular wheat roll with two cross-cuts.

1833 Roggenbrötchen
Dark, moist rye roll with floured top from 

the masonry oven.
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*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

1844 Farmhouse sandwich roll, 
light brown*

Rustic, rectangular wheat roll with two cross-cuts.

1843 Farmhouse sandwich roll, 
dark brown

Dark, rustic wheat bread.

1569 Rye roll 
Dark, square rye roll sprinkled with wheatmeal.

 2 x 35 90 30  20 Min. 8 hr..PB

1834 Country boy´s rye roll  
Rustic rye roll sprinkled with rye semolina. 

 10 x 10 80 20  10 Min. 4 hr..PB

1833 Roggenbrötchen
Dark, moist rye roll with floured top from 

the masonry oven.

80837 Double rye roll 
Wheat and rye roll with one cut in the centre.
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 60 100 24  - 6 hr..PB 60 100 24  - 6 hr..PB

 3 x 30 95 24  - 3 hr..PB  50 115 36  - 4-6 hr..PB
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1911 Potatoe bun 
Wheat roll with a wheat flour sprinkling.

 80 90 24  - 5 Hr.PB

1904 Dark potatoe bun 
with rye.

 80 90 24  - 5 hr..PB

1840 Maize roll* 
Rustic, square maize roll.

 40 90 40  - 4 Hr.PB

1929 Buttermilk Roll 
Buttermilk roll in wheat flour.

1545 Tuscan roll 
Rhombic wheat roll with a longitudinal 

cut and lightly floured.

 2 x 40 80 24  - 5 Hr.PB

259 Prestige rolls
These thr.ee are right up there on the winners’ rostrum. You can 

decide who gets gold, silver or bronze. Whether plain, with 
olive or seeds & grain, all 3 are world-class. 

 40 100 40  - 4 Hr.PB
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81582 Breakfast rolls
Assortment of mini rolls with sunflower pumpkin 

seeds roll, baguette roll, Kaiser sesame roll and poppy 
seed roll. 4 types, 40 pieces each per packaging unit.

 4 x 40 40 30  - 6 Hr.PB

259 Prestige rolls
These thr.ee are right up there on the winners’ rostrum. You can 

decide who gets gold, silver or bronze. Whether plain, with 
olive or seeds & grain, all 3 are world-class. 

 3 x 30 45 64  - 12 Hr.PB

Also suitable as party basket

482 Rustic energy roll  
Flat, half-round, artisanal wheat bakery ware, 

floured, stamped (with holes), rustic.

 48 100 36  - 12 Hr.PB

1458 Mini flaguette with olives
Small, round to oval wheat bakery 

ware with black olives.

 48 100 32  - 24 Hr.PB



1490 Small tomato bread stick 
Small wheat stick with dried tomatoes in the dough and 

decorated with sesame, large-grained salt, and oregano.

1422 Small breadstick with grains*
Small wheat stick with oatmeal, sunflower seeds, wheatmeal and roas-
ted onions in the dough and a decor from sesame, linseed, coarse salt 

and herbs of Provence.

1439 Mini flaguette, plain
Small, round to oval wheat bakery ware.

 48 100 32  - 24 Hr.PB

1440 Mini flaguette with seed
Small, round to oval wheat bakery 

ware with seeds.

 48 100 32  - 24 Hr.PB

1423 Small breadstick with 
herbs of provence* 

Small wheat stick with herbs of Provence in teh dough. 
and a decor from sesame, linseed, coarse salt. 

1429 Small breadstick with paprika* 
Small wheat stick with diced peppers in the dough and a decor from

rye flour, oatmeal, sunflower seeds and linseed.

 2 x 25 40 110  - 3 Hr.PB

Crack me!

1436 Small breadstick with onion*
Small wheat stick with roasted onions in the dough und 

and a decor from sesame und sunflower seeds.

1874 Pumpkin seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll sprinkled with 

pumpkin seeds.

1877 Long roll
Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.
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1849 Kaiser roll*
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts.

 4 x 30 50 24  90 Min. 4 - 5 Hr.FB

1850 Kaiser roll
Classic wheat roll with curved cuts.

 4 x 25 70 24  90 Min. 4 - 5 Hr.FB

1873 Granary roll
Dark, roll-wound wheat roll, lightly 

floured and with 2 cuts. 

 30 80 56  90 Min. 24 Hr.FB

1874 Pumpkin seed roll
Square, dark wheat roll sprinkled with 

pumpkin seeds.

 3 x 30 80 24FB  90 Min. 24 Hr.

1877 Long roll
Wheat roll with straight cut 

and rustic surface.

 4 x 20 70 28  90 Min. 8 Hr.FB

1875 Rye roll
Square, dark rye roll sprinkled 

with wheatmeal.

 70 90 30  90 Min. 8 Hr.FB

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.
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Baguettes.

                   Whoever lays eyes on me, has got to have me. 
   I am a baguette with the finest filling. 
          Endive, smoked salmon, red onion rings, egg and fresh
                                     chives make me simply irresistible.

Bonjour! Allow us to introduce ourselves.  

We are the crusty enticers!  

The wide variety of combinations we offer is

simply staggering and will add a French flair to your  

range of products. Whether as a classic wheat baguette in

different variations or as a rustico baguette – we are the perfect  

accompaniment to soup and salads or for filling

with hearty fare.

The benefits for you:

Different sizes | Easy to handle

Short baking times | Wide variety

80126 Baguette roll 
Oblong wheat baguette roll with straight

 cut and crunchy, firm crust.

80137 Baguette roll 
Oblong wheat baguette roll with two 
diagonal cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

55166 Baguette roll
Oblong wheat baguette roll with 

straight cut and crunchy, firm crust.

-20-
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80126 Baguette roll 
Oblong wheat baguette roll with straight

 cut and crunchy, firm crust.

 90 90 24  - 3 Hr.PB

80137 Baguette roll 
Oblong wheat baguette roll with two 
diagonal cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 60 90 28  - 4-6 Hr.PB

55166 Baguette roll
Oblong wheat baguette roll with 

straight cut and crunchy, firm crust.

 80 90 24  - 8 Hr.PB

257 Mini baguette, ancient grain
Mini wheat baguette with thr.ee diagonal cuts 

with spelt and seeds in the dough (sesame, 
sunflower seeds, chia seeds, amaranth, 

red quinoa and millet).

 50 50 96  - 24 Hr.PB
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80145 Petite Baguette de Tradition 
Wheat baguette with thr.ee diagonal cuts, 

lightly floured.

 55 110 28  - 8 Hr.PB

258 Mini baguette, 
black olive & thyme

Mini wheat baguette with a longitudinal 
cut with black olives and thyme in the dough.

 50 50 96  - 24 Hr.PB

80120 Baguette 
Wheat baguette with thr.ee diagonal cuts 

and crunchy, firm crust.

PB  50 130 28  30-45 Min.    3 Hr.

80142 Rustico baguette 
Mediterranean wheat baguette from the masonry oven 

with two diagonal cuts and sprinkled with seeds (linseed, 
oat flakes, sesame and sunflower seeds)

PB  50 130 28  30-45 Min.    6 Hr.
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  And even if my name is Petite Baguette de Tradition, 
                  I’m nevertheless a really big crusty seducer. 

  Go ahead and fill me with goat’s cheese, pickled 
           tomatoes, fresh onion rings, spring onions 
   and endive: et voilà – petit est grand!

55158 Baguette 
Wheat baguette with four diagonal 

cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 50 155 24  - 24 Hr.PB

80130 Baguette 
Baguette aus Weizenteig mit drei diagonalen 

Schnitten und röscher, kräftiger Kruste.

 40 140 30  - 3 Hr.PB
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80116 Baguette 
Wheat baguette with five diagonal 

cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 25 225 30  - 3 Hr.PB

55140 Baguette 
Wheat baguette with five diagonal 

cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 30 280 20  - 24 Hr.PB
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*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

80112 Baguette 
Wheat baguette with five diagonal 

cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 24 285 30  - 3 Hr.PB

80143 Baguette* 
Wheat baguette with five diagonal 

cuts and crunchy, firm crust.

 20 440 24  - 4-5 Hr.PB



We’re originally from Italy. 

With our pedigree, we can offer you infinite 

opportunities to entice your customers.

Simply try us and find out for yourself!

The benefits for you:

Short baking times | Wide variety

Countless combinations

-26-

Ciabattas  
& focaccias.

I bring that Mediterranean flair to your counter and taste 
             especially good with chicken breast, grilled pepper strips,
      fresh rocket and a tangy herb cream. Want to bet 
                                 that nobody can resist me?
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80420 Ciabatta roll
Classic, rectangular ciabatta wheat roll, 

lightly floured.

 60 95 24  - 8 hr..PB

1451 Grill stripes ciabatta
Classic, rectangular wheat ciabatta 

with grill stripes.

 50 100 28  15 Min. 24 hr..PB

428 Ciabatta 
Classic, rectangular wheat ciabatta, 

lightly floured.

 45 100 28  - 8 hr..PB

417 Ciabatta roll 
Classic, rectangular ciabatta wheat roll, lightly floured.

 4 x 20 85 24  10 min. 4-6 hr..PB

1474 Ciabatta, multigrain  
Rhombic multigrain roll sprinkled with linseed, 

sunflower seeds and sesame.

 60 80 32  - 8 hr..PB

53406 Ciabatta
Classic, rectangular wheat ciabatta, 

lightly floured.

 22 280 24  10 min. 4-5 hr..PB
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1445 Ciabatta, walnut 
Twisted wheat ciabatta with walnuts, 

lightly floured.

1443 Ciabatta Olive 
Twisted wheat ciabatta with black 

olives, lightly floured.

 14 200 60  - 6 hr..PB

1441 Ciabatta, multigrain 
Twisted multigrain ciabatta, sprinkled with linseed, 

sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, 
sesame and oat flakes. 

 14 200 60  - 6 hr..PB

1442 Plain ciabatta
Twisted wheat and rye ciabatta, 

lightly floured.

 14 200 60  - 6 hr..PB

1708 Ciabatta olive 
Twisted wheat ciabatta with black 

olives, lightly floured.

 2 x 24 120 32  - 5 hr..PB

1709 Ciabatta, multigrain 
Twisted multigrain ciabatta, sprinkled with linseed, 

sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, sesame 
and oat flakes. 

 2 x 24 120 32  - 5 hr..PB

1707 Plain ciabatta 
Twisted wheat and rye ciabatta, 

lightly floured.

 2 x 24 120 32  - 5 hr..PB

1353 Plain focaccia 
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil.

1484 Plain focaccia  
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil, 

lightly sprinkled with rosemary.
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1445 Ciabatta, walnut 
Twisted wheat ciabatta with walnuts, 

lightly floured.

 14 200 60  - 3 hr..PB

1353 Plain focaccia 
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil.

 15 350 24  - 8 hr..PB

1484 Plain focaccia  
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil, 

lightly sprinkled with rosemary.

 60 100 24  - 3 hr..PB

I’m a crusty 
ciabatta and am 

baked with 
olive oil.

 
My origins 

go back to Italy. 
Perhaps that’s 

why I feel really 
great stuffed 

full of 
Mediterranean 
goodness as well!
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1354 Focaccia, Provençal herbs
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil, and sprinkled with 

Provençal herbs, (basil, savory, marjoram, rosemary,
 thyme, and oregano). 

 15 350 24  - 3 hr..PB

1785 Focaccia, Provençal herbs* 
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil, 

sprinkled with rosemary.

 16 200 60  - 12 hr..PB

1359 Focaccia, cherry tomato
Rustic, round wheat focaccia with olive oil, with cherry 

tomatoes and Provençal herbs on the top.

 30 130 40  - 3 Hr.PB

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

Celeste delizioso!
Focaccia  

Provençal herbs 
with a few leaves 
of freshly plucked 

basil, lots of 
piquant salsiccia 
and with finely 
sliced Parmesan 
and a couple of 
black olives for 
the finishing 

touches ...

... semplicemente 
fantastico!



Burgers are the talk of the town! 

But there are burgers and burgers! 

That’s why we burger buns come in six different

sorts so that you can not only shine with the filling 

but with us buns in premium quality too. Simply fill us with juicy

chicken, beef or vegetarian fare; in fact, give free rein to your creativity! 

You’ll quickly notice that we make that small but 

all-important difference to the taste!

The benefits for you:

Long storage times | Best ingredients

Countless combinations

Burger buns.

          My name is ciabatta bun.
    I’m hot & fiery like an  
    Italian. Simply garnish 
    me with a burger beef patty, 
tomato cream, rocket leaves, lots 
    of jamón serrano, an extra portion
           of juicy, sun-ripened tomatoes, a 
sprinkling of hard cheese flakes and Italian buffalo
mozzarella.And now I’m ready – your Italian beef burger.
Seduzione in italiano!

-31-
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1810 Ciabatta bun
Rustic, round wheat burger bun with crunchy 

crust and fluffy crumb.

 4 x 20 80 24  30 min. 6 hr..PB

1871 Bun with oat flakes 
Rustic, round, precut wheat burger bun, decorated with oat 

flakes. The buns can be directly used after defrosting; 
they do not need to be baked first.

 50 105 32  30 min. 24 hr..FB

1885 Wheat bun
Rustic, round, precut wheat burger bun, lightly floured. 

The buns can be directly used after defrosting; they 
do not need to be baked first.

 40 105 52  30 min. 8 hr..FB

We’re never over-modest!



1870 Multigrain bun
Rustic, round, precut multigrain burger bun, decorated with grains 

and seeds (oat flakes, yellow and brown linseeds, sunflower 
seeds, millet and poppy seeds). The buns can be directly
 used after defrosting; they do not need to be baked first.

 60 100 28  30 min. 24 hr..FB

-33-

1879 Brioche bun
Rustic, golden-brown, round to oval yeast bun. The buns can 

be directly used after defrosting; they do not
 need to be baked first.

 2 x 20 100 52  30 min. 4 hr..FB

1887 Pretzel bun
Precut pretzel burger bun with 2 cuts on the top. The buns 

can be directly used after defrosting; they do not 
need to be baked first.

 2 x 21 80 48  30 min. 24 hr..FB

Best Burger Buns!



437 White tin bread
Sliced, white, wheat tin bread. The bread can be directly 

used after defrosting; it does not need 
to be baked first.You should always cut off more than one slice from us! 

We are the delicious, crusty breads and a basic foodstuff. 

As such, we are elemental to the catering trade. 

For breakfast, at lunchtime, in the evening, 

with soup or salad or meat, in fact at any time of the day, 

we are simply indispensable! 

In no other country do we come in such a wide 

variety as in Germany.

 “Tradition oblige” and that’s why you’re bound to find 

the perfect mixture here for your success story.

As we always succinctly say: it’s love at first bite!

The benefits for you:

Best ingredients | Long storage times

Some ready for use after defrosting without baking off

Bread.

-34-



437 White tin bread
Sliced, white, wheat tin bread. The bread can be directly 

used after defrosting; it does not need 
to be baked first.

 8 750 36  60 min. 96 hr..FB

453 Potato bread
Rustic wheat and rye bread with 30% potato content.

 10 550 30PB  60 min. 8 hr..

-35-

438 Wheat and rye bread*
Rustic wheat and rye bread.

 8 1.060 40PB  150-180 min. 6 hr..

I’m really wholesome, German potato 
                      bread – with a fig, honey and 
    mustard spread, and filled with grilled                             
  aubergines, courgettes, peppers
         and a few leaves of rocket,     
  I’ll become a yummy Mediterranean 
                            favourite in no time at all.

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



488 Spelt Wholegrain Bread
Round spelled whole grain bread sprinkled with linseed, 

sesame seeds, sunflower seeds and oat flakes.

 12 500 60PB  - 96 Hr.

489 Rye wholemeal bread 
Boxy rye wholemeal bread.

 12 750 48PB  - 96 Hr.

490 Wholemeal bread 
Boxy rye wholemeal bread.

 12 750 48PB  - 96 Hr.

-36-
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436 Sunflower bread
Sliced rye and wheat tin bread with sunflower seeds in the dough and 
decorated with sunflower seeds. The bread can be directly used after 

defrosting; it does not need to be baked first.

 6 750 66  60 Min. 96 Hr.FB

486 Raisin bread
Wheat bread with 12% raisin. 

 6 400 48  60-90 Min. 168 Hr.FB

 For breakfast or for tea or coffee,  one piece of 
raisin bread with self-made jam 
is at any time of the day a 
highlight!



You have to smell and taste us! Our name BACK:kult says it all, 

for traditional baking craftsmanship finds its excellence in us. 

This begins with sowing our choice ingredients and ends 

with our preparation. Our doughs only become really 

fluffy when we have been allowed to stand and rise for 

quite a while and are then gently crafted to perfection 

by hand. Whether bread or rolls: we will bring you

 a unique and unrivalled taste.

The benefits for you:

Best ingredients | Traditional craftsmanship | Baked in wood-fired ovens 

Long storage times | Wide variety 1242 Two-part Bürli 
Rustic, hand-formed, unevenly round Bürlis, placed 

in pairs. With a firm, full-flavoured crust 
and a moist crumb.

Bread, baguettes 
& rolls from the 

wood-fired oven..

-38-



1242 Two-part Bürli 
Rustic, hand-formed, unevenly round Bürlis, placed 

in pairs. With a firm, full-flavoured crust 
and a moist crumb.

 36 180 32  - 24-48 hr..PB

 18 355 32  - 24-48 hr..PB

1239 Four-part Bürli 
Rustic, hand-formed, unevenly round Bürlis, 

placed in fours. With a firm, full-flavoured 
crust and a moist crumb.

-38- -39-
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Crunchier! Munchier!      Yummier!

Putting us in a class of 
our own is our crust! 
The wood-fired oven 

makes us crusty 
beyond compare.

18396 Baguette pane di frutta
Wheat bread with dried apricots, dates, figs, 

and almonds. With a firm, full-flavoured 
crust and a moist crumb.

 15 410 32  - 24 hr..PB

18374 Baguette with olives   
Wheat bread with dark and green olives, together with 

sea salt and oregano. With a firm, full-flavoured 
crust and a moist crumb.

 20 410 32  - 24 hr..PB

18387 Baguette with tomatoes
Wheat bread with dried tomatoes, garlic and onions, 

together with sea salt and oregano. With a firm, 
full-flavoured crust and a moist crumb.

 15 410 32  - 24 hr..PB

 15 410 32  - 24 hr..PB

18388 Baguette, feta & hot peppers
Wheat bread with authentic Greek feta cheese, sweet 

pepper and small hot peppers together with garlic 
and Italian herbs. With a firm, full-flavoured

 crust and a moist crumb.

18389 Baguette grano plain
Plain wheat bread – artisanal, rustic bread from the 

wood-fired oven. With a firm, full-flavoured
 crust and a moist crumb.

 18 380 32  - 24 hr..PB
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Crunchier! Munchier!      Yummier!
18400 Assortment box „Bread from the wood-fired oven“

Contains the following 5 sorts:

Baguette pane di frutta
Wheat bread with dried apricots, dates, figs, and almonds.

Baguette with olives 
Wheat bread with dark and green olives together with sea salt and oregano. 

Baguette with tomatoes
Wheat bread with dried tomatoes, garlic and onions, together with sea salt and oregano.

Baguette feta & hot peppers
Wheat bread with authentic Greek feta cheese, sweet pepper and small hot peppers together with 

garlic and Italian herbs.

Baguette grano plain
Plain wheat bread – artisanal, rustic bread from the wood-fired oven.  

All the baguettes have a firm, full-flavoured crust and a moist crumb.

Putting us in a class of 
our own is our crust! 
The wood-fired oven 

makes us crusty 
beyond compare.  5 x 3 380-410 32  - 24 hr..PB
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1244 Baguette, dark brown 
Dark wheat bread, sprinkled with rye meal, sea salt, and 

light-brown linseed and twisted by hand. With a firm, 
full-flavoured crust and a moist crumb.

 16 410 32  - 24 hr..PB

18406 Baguette, multigrain
Rustic, oblong multigrain bread with five different 

types of grain, sprinkled with oat flakes
 and seeds. With a firm, full-flavoured 

crust and a moist crumb.

 20 450 32  - 24-48 hr..PB

18431 Baguette, apple walnut
Rustic, oblong wheat bread with pieces of apple 

and walnuts, twisted by hand and rolled 
in wholemeal spelt flour. With a firm, 

full-flavoured crust and a moist crumb.

 18 400 32  - 24 hr.PB

     I’m the crispy 
               and fiery 
  chilli baguette. 
    Garnished with 
ricotta, roasted ceps 
   and beetroot shoots, 
   I’m the perfect treat 
        for any gourmet!
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1240 Traditional bread
Rustic wheat and rye bread with rye meal, rye flour, rye flakes, 

oat flakes, spelt, and linseed in the crumb. The crust 
is cut crosswise several times.

 15 480 32  - 24-48 hr.PB

18402 Traditional bread
Rustic wheat and rye bread with rye meal, rye flour, 

rye flakes, oat flakes, spelt, and linseed in the crumb. 
The crust has a longitudinal cut over its full length.

 5 2.000 32  - 24-48 hr.PB

18467 Traditional bread sliced 
Rustic wheat and rye bread with rye meal, rye flour, 

rye flakes, oat flakes, spelt, and linseed in the crumb. 
Cut in slices, each 6 slices seperatly packagedt.

 10 x 6 410 48  30 min. -FB

18468 Traditional bread sliced 
Rustic wheat and rye bread with rye meal, rye flour, 

rye flakes, oat flakes, spelt, and linseed in the crumb. 
Cut in slices and without tail packed in a bag.

 3 1.700 64  30 min. -PB
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18409 Spice bread 
Rustic rye and wheat bread with sourdough, coriander, 

anise, and caraway and a firm, full-flavoured
crust and a moist crumb.

 4 2.500 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB

18405 Spice bread  
Rustic rye and wheat bread with sourdough, coriander, 

anise, and caraway. Oval shape with thr.ee 
diagonal cuts. 

 18 500 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB
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      As a sandwich I am farmhouse bread and with beetroot cream cheese  and                      
                     assorted garden vegetables, an irresistible snack for between meals.

1247 Farmhouse bread
Rustic and full-flavoured wheat and rye bread with 

sourdough and fresh wheat germs. 
Longitudinal, rustic cut, floured. 

 11 750 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB

1241 Rugged wheat bread  
Dark, rustic wheat bread with rugged cracks 

and a firm, full-flavoured crust 
and a moist crumb. 

 18 420 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB



18410 German farmhouse bread 
Rustic rye and wheat bread with sourdough 

and a firm, full-flavoured crust and 
a moist crumb. 

1243 Multigrain bread
Rustic, full-flavoured multigrain bread with 

sourdough and fresh wheat germs. 
Sprinkled with light and dark linseeds,

 sunflower seeds, oat flakes and rye meal. 

Hallo, I am the German 
farmhouse bread.
       With a topping off ricotta, 
hearty farmers salami and            
     country fresh, crunchy
        Frisee carrots salad
I am going to be a
 „fit maker“.

-46-

 18 410 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB

 18 500 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB



18430 Grainy spelt-apple bread 
Rustic spelt bread with apples, sunflower seeds, 

pumpkin seeds and linseeds. With a firm, 
full-flavoured crust and a moist crumb.

18407 Pumpkin seed bread 
Rustic wheat and rye bread with sourdough and 

pumpkin seeds. With a firm, full-flavoured 
crust and a moist crumb.

Heartily violent. German farmhouse bread with pulled pork, 
      cole slaw and fried onions. 

-46- -47-

 15 550 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB

 20 400 32  - 24-48 Hr.PB



  

        As a dark potato bread roll, I am the ideal medium 
            for cream cheese, lettuce, Roquefort cheese, figs, walnuts
   and honey and am unlikely to remain very long 
              at your counter because everyone wants to tuck into me.

Nothing for couch potatoes – the best that Mother 

Nature has to offer! We are exceptional and delicious because 

one of our main ingredients is the tuber. 

That’s why we’re called potato bread rolls too and are 

a veritable multi-talent. Our popularity is increasing 

inexorably, as is our variety. Thanks to the good old spud, 

we’re no doubt destined to become an absolute favourite with 

your customers as well – and not just because of our taste but 

because we’re really filling too.

The benefits for you:

Best ingredients | Traditional craftsmanship

Long storage times | Special varieties

Potato bread rolls.

-48-
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1256 Potato bread roll, light brown

Round, light-brown, rustic artisanal wheat roll with 
potato flakes, lightly floured.

 2 x 30 125 24  - 8 hr..PB

1257 Potato bread roll, dark brown 
Round, dark-brown, rustic artisanal wheat roll 

with potato flakes, lightly floured.

 2 x 30 125 24  - 8 hr..PB

1258 Potato bread roll, grains and seeds 
Round, dark-brown, rustic artisanal wheat roll with potato 

flakes, sprinkled with seeds and grains 
(linseed, sunflower seeds, oat flakes, rye meal).

 2 x 30 125 24  - 8 hr..PB

1261 Potato roll with sweet potato
Round, rustic, artisanal wheat roll with visible sweet 

potato pieces in the dough.

 70 110 32  - 24 hr..PB

1262 Potato roll, dark brown with potato pieces
Round, rustic, artisanal wheat roll with visible potato 

pieces in the dough. 

 70 110 32  - 24 hr..PB

-48- -49-



Now it’s getting crispily crusty! 

And that’s because we are the handcrafted treats 

brought to perfection on baking stones thr.ough the art of baking. 

We will put a completely new slant on your and your 

customers’ appreciation of taste! So try us out and combine 

us with whatever takes your fancy to create your very own indulgence.

The benefits for you:

Traditional craftsmanship | Best ingredients | Long storage times

Baguettes & 
small bakery 

wares baked on 
a baking stone.

-50-



I’m a really special treat.
That’s because I’m not a normal roll 

but an apricot-hazelnut roll with 
caramelised goat’s cheese, grilled 

Hokkaido pumpkin and 
pear crisps.

15152 Baguette, plain
Very rustic, artisanal wheat baguette with a 

special and individual look. 

 15 420 24  - 48 hr..PB

28344 Baguette assortment Mélange
Assortment box with thr.ee different rustic, artisanal 

baguettes consisting of wheat baguette, wheat and rye 
baguette and wheat and rye baguette sprinkled with 

linseed and sesame. 

 3 x 5 420 24  - 24 hr..PB

1902 Apricot-hazelnut roll
Round, rustic, artisanal wheat roll with 
apricots, hazelnuts and potato flakes. 

 100 90 24  120-240 min.  24 hr..PB

-50- -51-



We are fit for a king! And how come? 

Well, we pretzels were invented because a South-German king 

wanted something baked which the sun shone thr.ough thr.ee times. 

Serendipity then played its part in shaping us, for the baker dropped 

our dough on to the floor and thereby created the very first pretzel. 

Since then, there’s been no looking back and you’ll find us not only in 

our birthplace of Bavaria but in bakeries all over the world. 

Our secret is that our yeast dough is dipped in

sodium hydroxide before we are baked and that gives us our 

beautiful, shiny brown surface and our incomparable taste. 

Whether in our natural state or with trimmings, we’ll be 

a top seller in your range of products!

The benefits for you:

Wide variety | Long storage times | Suitable for garnishing

Pretzels and 
other lye-dough 

products..
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749 Lye pretzel „Bavarian style“
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel to finish off 

in the oven. The pretzels are precut and 
come with a salt pack for decoration.

 4 x 20 93 40  20 min. 6 hr..PBG

751 Lye pretzel
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel to finish off in the oven.

 The pretzels are precut and come with a 
salt pack for decoration.

 4 x 15 160 40  30 min. 24 hr..PBG

750 Lye pretzel „Swabian style“
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel to finish off in 

the oven. The pretzels are precut and come 
with a salt pack for decoration.

 4 x 20 100 40  20 min. 4 hr..PBG

80896  Lye pretzel
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel to finish 

off in the oven. The pretzels are not precut;
 they come with a salt pack for decoration.

 4 x 20 85 36  20 min. 24 hr..PBG



812 Lye pretzel with salt substitute 
Lye wheat pretzel fully baked. The pretzels are 

decorated with salt substitute and can be 
used after defrosting without further baking. 

 30 130 36  40 min. 8 hr..FB

80942  Lye pretzel with salted butter
  Fully baked lye wheat pretzels filled with salted butter. 

The pretzels are not decorated with salt and can be 
used after defrosting without further baking.

 2 x 20 78 40  45 min. 24 hr..FB

-54-

 40 170 63   20-25 min.    24 hr..PBG

738 Lye breadstick XXL*
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel breadstick to finish 

off in the oven. The pretzel breadsticks are precut 
and come with a salt pack for decoration.

819 Lye breadstick with cut
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel breadstick to finish 

off in the oven. The pretzel breadsticks are precut 
and come with a salt pack for decoration.

 4 x 30 100 40  30 Min. 6 Hr.PBG
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748 Lye breadstick
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel breadstick to finish off in the 

oven. The pretzel breadsticks are not precut; they 
come with a salt pack for decoration.

 2 x 35 100 48  30 min. 6 hr..PBG

 4 x 25 85 36  30 min. 6 hr..PBG

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

 55 84 56     120 min.           -FB

810 Lye breadstick with 
salted butter

Fully baked lye wheat pretzel breadsticks filled 
with salted butter. The pretzel breadsticks 

are not decorated with salt; they can be used 
after defrosting without further baking.

80900 Lye breadstick
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel breadstick to finish off in the 

oven. The pretzel breadsticks are not precut; they 
come with a salt pack for decoration.

757 Lye roll*  
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel roll to finish off in the oven. 

The pretzel rolls are precut and come 
with a salt pack for decoration.

 100 100 40  30 min. 24 hr..PBG
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699 Lye kaiser roll
Fully baked lye wheat pretzel Kaiser roll. The pretzel Kaiser rolls 

are not decorated with salt; they can be used after defrosting 
without further baking.

 3 x 20 70 40      30 min.     12 hr..FB

765 Lye crown* 
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel crown roll to finish off in the 

oven. They come with a salt pack for decoration. 

 75 100 63  25 min. 24 hr..PBG

756 Lye braid* 
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel braid to finish 

off in the oven. They come with a salt
pack for decoration.

 120 100 40  30 min. 24 hr..PBG

80926 Lye braid
Prefermented lye wheat pretzel braid to 

finish off in the oven. They come with 
a salt pack for decoration.

 2 x 50 120 40  20 min. 24 hr..PBG

I’m a good old chees pretzel ring. Filled with a little lettuce, rich 
                 creamy cheese and a few crunchy slices of red pepper, 
      I’m ever such a treat. But washed down with some real Bavarian 
                           beer as well –  now that’s really something!



-56- -57-

 144 40 63    8-10 min. 24 hr..PBG

700 Mini lye assortment* 
Prefermented mini lye pretzel products. Pretzels, pretzel breadsticks 

and pretzel knots to finish off in the oven. They come 
with a salt pack for decoration. 

811 Cheese pretzel ring
Prefermented fully baked lye wheat pretzel 

ring topped with Gouda. 

 60 100 40  - -FB

 2 x 25 100 56   30-45 min. 4 hr..PBG

1660 Butter lye triangle
Prefermented butter lye Danish pastry to finish off 

in the oven with a butter content of 19%.

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

 2 x 30 80 60   15-20 min. 5 hr..PBG

673 Maxi butter lye croissant
Prefermented butter lye Danish pastry croissant to finish off 

in the oven with a butter content of 18%.

1677 Lye triangle
 lye Danish pastry .

 50 100 56  - 3 Hr.PBG

I’m a good old chees pretzel ring. Filled with a little lettuce, rich 
                 creamy cheese and a few crunchy slices of red pepper, 
      I’m ever such a treat. But washed down with some real Bavarian 
                           beer as well –  now that’s really something!



We’re the French-style temptations!

We are buttery yet beautifully light and airy, crispy 

yet beautifully soft, and our history is as exciting as our taste.

Legend has it that we were invented in Austria when 

the Turks were trying to take Vienna in 1683 and the bakers 

were going about their business at night. They noticed 

the invaders digging a tunnel under the city wall 

and sounded the alarm. The victory was celebrated with 

a crescent-shaped pastry, calling to mind the crescent on 

the Turkish flag – and that’s how we started life. 

Our inexorable advance thr.oughout France began

 in 1770 when the Austria princess Marie Antoinette married 

Louis XVI – and we became famous.

The benefits for you:

Both sweet and savoury selection | Some with very long storage times

Croissants.

       I tickle the taste buds with 
       smoked salmon, fresh onion 
  rings, lettuce, egg, dill and 
             a smattering of 
   horseradish cream.

-58-



 2 x 40 80 40   15-20 min. 5 hr..PBG

 55 60 72   15-30 min. 5 hr..PBG

 2 x 35 90 40   15-20 min. 24 hr..PBG

1613 Croissant de Tradition* 
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a 

crescent shape with a butter content of 22%

1665 Butter croissant 
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight 

shape with a butter content of 18%.

 3 x 35 60 40  20 min. 6 hr..PBG

55220 Butter croissant
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a crescent 

shape with a butter content of 23.5%

1607 Maxi butter croissant
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a crescent shape. 

Made according to an original Swiss recipe
with a high butter content of 25%.

1603 Butter croissant „French style“ 
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a crescent 

shape with a butter content of 20%.

 3 x 25 65 54 25 min. 6 hr..PBG

-58- -59-

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

770 Authentic schiocco 
Rustic wheat bread croissant with a crunchy 

crust and a moist crumb.

 45 100 80  30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG
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632 Butter croissant with 
nougat filling

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight shape 
with nougat filling and decorated with hazelnuts; 

with a butter content of 16%.

 2 x 32 90 54  20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

1680 Vanilla junkl*
Butter croissant filled with 20% vanilla creme.

 48 110 64  - 3 Hr.PBG

1605 Butter croissant with 
chocolate cream filling

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight 
shape with chocolate cream filling and 

a butter content of 16%.

 2 x 30 100 54  25 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

1682 Vanilla junk*
Danish pastry with vanilla creme.

 60 110 40  30 Min. 12 Hr.PB

668 Butter croissant filled with 
chocolate and pudding cream

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a rectangular shape with choco-
late and pudding cream; with a butter content of 15%.

 2 x 30 90 54  30 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

1701 Butter chocolate croissant
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant with chocolate in a 

rectangular shape and a butter content of 19%.

 2 x 40 85 56  25 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.
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25397801 Butter croissant with 
chocolate cream filling

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a 
straight shape with chocolate cream filling, 

decorated with grated chocolate; with a 
butter content of 14%.

 56 110 60   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG 56 85 56   15-20 Min. 8 Hr.PBG

80977 Butter croissant 
with nougat filling 

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight shape 
with nougat filling and decorated with ground, roasted 

hazelnuts; with a butter content of 20%.

1675 Nut nougat croissant*
Butter croissant filled with nut nougat cream

decorated with finely grated hazelnuts.

 60 100 64  - 3 Hr.PBG

19045301 Butter chocolate roll 
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a rectangular 

shape with chocolate; with a butter content of 15%.

  64 90 60  20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

        Topped with white or brown 
piped icing, we‘ll not only be a real                                    
                  hit at your counter 
    but we‘ll look freat too.

242 Mini butter croissant 
Precooked mini Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight shape 

with almond, apricot, or nougat filling.

 3 x 36 40-45 88  20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG
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 56 110 60   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

95773 Butter croissant 
with marzipan filling

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight 
shape with marzipan filling and decorated with flaked 

almonds; with a butter content of 14%.

 60 85 60   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

722 Butter croissant with 
marzipan filling

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight shape 
with marzipan filling and decorated with chopped 

almonds; with a butter content of 15%.

1664 Butter croissant with 
raspberry filling* 

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight 
shape with raspberry filling and decorated with

 raspberry grit; with a butter content of 15%.

 2 x 30 85 56  25 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

We are excessively seductive 
because we’re not just simple 
delectable croissants  but we 
come with a delicious filling 

too. You’ll have to decide 
if you would rather have us 

sweet or savoury. 
Whatever you choose, we 

make a mouth-watering snack 
between meals!
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305 Ham and cheese croissant 
Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in 
a straight shape filled with ham and cheese 

cream, decorated with grated cheese; 
with a butter content of 15%.

 2 x 25 100 54  25 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

553 Wiener croissant*
Precooked Danish pastry croissant in a straight 

shape filled with Wiener sausage and 
decorated with sesame. 

 40 100 80   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

333 Ham and cheese 
cream croissant*

Precooked Danish butter pastry croissant in a straight shape 
filled with ham and cheese cream, decorated with grated 

cheese; with a butter content of 15%.

 2 x 30 100 54  25 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

1679 Butter croissant with sausages* 
„Frankfurter style“
Ungebogenes Butter-Croissant 

filled with pork meat sausage.

 60 110 64  20 Min. 3 Hr.PBG

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

95784 Ham and cheese croissant
Precooked Danish margarine pastry croissant in a straight shape filled 

with cheese and ham, decorated with grated cheese.

1676 Ham and cheese croissant*
Batter croissant with ham,

decorated with grated hard cheese.

 64 90 60   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG 64 90 60   15-20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG



Round and round we go.

Thanks to the special way we are prepared – we’re dipped in boiling 

water before we are baked – our consistency is firm on the outside 

and soft on the inside, which has helped us to become so popular 

around the world. 

Contrary to popular opinion, we’re not from America 

but from Europe. Jewish immigrants from Poland took us with 

them to the US, whence we set about satisfying everyone’s appetite. 

So what are you waiting for? 

With all the variations we come in, we are the 

perfect companions for all sorts of fillings!

The benefits for you:

Long storage times | Lots of exciting combinations

Ideal snack-to-go

Bagels.
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           Just as a straight sesame bagel,                  
                  I’m a bundle of energy, but 
        stuffed with goat’s cream cheese, 
            slices of avocado, onion rings, 
cucumber slices, rocket and basil leaves,                    
                    I’m simply an irresistible 
        energiser – no matter at what time 
                                          of the day.
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1622 Bagel with seed mixture 
Classic golden-yellow bagel decorated with sunflower seeds, 

linseed, barley flakes and poppy seeds. The products 
can be directly used after defrosting; they

 do not need to be baked first.

FB  2 x 24 100 63  70-90 min.    6 hr..

80411 Sesame bagel 
Classic golden-yellow bagel decorated with sesame. 

The products can be directly used after defrosting; 
they do not need to be baked first.

 50 85 40  45 min. 24 hr..FB

 2 x 24 100 63   70-90 min. 6 hr..FB

1621 Bagel with sesame
Classic golden-yellow bagel decorated with sesame. 

The products can be directly used after defrosting; 
they do not need to be baked first.

80403 Bagel, plain
Classic golden-yellow bagel with a slightly glossy top. 

The products can be directly used after defrosting; 
they do not need to be baked first.

 50 85 40  45 min. 48 hr..FB

 2 x 24 100 63   70-90 min. 6 hr..FB

1626 Everything bagel
Classic golden-yellow bagel decorated with garlic granules, 

poppy seeds, sea salt, sesame, and onion granules. 
The products can be directly used after defrosting; 

they do not need to be baked first.
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It’s getting hot in here! Well, we really are some hot stuff, you know!

We are spicily full-flavoured and find our way into your 

sales cabinets as pizza creations, calzones, ciabattas, 

baguettes, chicken rolls or petit crolines. 

You’ll quickly have your customers queuing up to buy us. 

And to top it all, we are so easy to prepare: you only 

need to defrost and heat us up, and before you know it, 

we taste homemade. So why not give your customers 

a mouth-watering treat. If you want to show us to our 

best advantage, then pop us into your hot-bakery 

heated display case.

The benefits for you:

Exciting creations | Swift preparation | Best ingredients

Hot snacks.

Ham
       juicy, tasty, 
    “yummilicious”“

Leek
   Little rings, which 
  go wonderfully well 
         with the rest

Cheese 
The soft “ bed ” for the other ingredients
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6304 Open pai® 
ham and leek

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet with 
cheese, crème fraîche, quark, 

ham, and leek.

6302 Open pai® 
Mediterranean vegetables

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet with cheese, pine nuts 
and Mediterranean vegetables such as courgette, sweet 

pepper, tomatoes, onions, and olives. 

Shortcrust pastry
 The crisp base that you
          just can’t get
                enough of

Courgette
  he y just 
     belong in
 here

Cheese 
The soft “ bed ” for the other ingredients

Onions
 Cooked with e verything 
el se, mildly spicy, the way                 
     the y taste best

Ne ver again without open pai®

 24 150 126  - 2 hr..FB

 24 150 126  - 2 hr..FB
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6303 Open pai® 
Alsatian style 

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet with 
cheese, crème fraîche, 

bacon, and leek.

 24 150 126  - 2 hr..FB

6310 Open pai® 
ham and leek

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet with 
cheese, quark, cherry tomatoes, 

ham, and leek. 

 10 300 96  - 2 hr..FB

6307 Closed pai®  
pulled pork 

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled 
with pulled pork; with a puff 

pastry lid.

 12 250 126  - 2 Hr.FB

6308 Closed pai® 
chicken

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled 
with chicken; with a puff pastry lid.

 12 250 126  - 2 hr..FB

            Crust y on the outside, succulent in side. 
Closed pai® - it‘s getting hot in here! 
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6306 Closed pai®  
beef & onion

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled with 
beef and onions; with 

a puff pastry lid.

 12 250 126  - 2 hr..FB

6313 Closed pai®  
chicken 

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled 
with chicken; with a 

puff pastry lid.

6311 Closed pai®  
beef & onion

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled with 
beef and onions; with a 

puff pastry lid.

6312 Closed pai® 
pulled pork

Crunchy, savoury shortcrust tartlet filled 
with pulled pork; with a

 puff pastry lid.

 24 100 126  - 2 hr..FB

 24 100 126  - 2 hr..FB 24 100 126  - 2 hr..FB

Shortcrust
 pastry base

The crisp base you 
just can’t get 
   enough of.

Puff pastry lid
        The ultimate 
    “Chr.rrrrrchhhhh”
    when the fork goes in - 
crisp, loud, fantastic

          Just like in Grandma’s pork and vegetable stew, which we
                                 all used to look forward to so much …

Pork
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2351 Barchetta ham and cheese
Rustic boat-shaped pizza dough filled with 

mozzarella and cooked ham.

2352 Barchetta four cheese 
Rustic boat-shaped pizza dough filled with mozzarella, 

cheddar cheese, provola cheese and parmesan.

 30 150 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB 30 150 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB

2356 Cestino grilled vegetables
Rustic basket-shaped pizza dough with mozzarella, red 

onions, and grilled vegetables (sweet pepper, 
aubergine and courgette).

 25 120 104  60 min. 6 hr..FB

2355 Cestino ham and cheese
Rustic basket-shaped pizza dough filled with 

mozzarella and cooked ham.

 25 120 104  60 min. 6 hr..FB

2353 Barchetta Margherita
Rustic boat-shaped pizza dough filled 

with mozzarella and tomatoes.

2354 Cestino ham and spinach 
Rustic basket-shaped pizza dough filled with 

mozzarella, cooked ham, and spinach.

 25 120 104  60 min. 6 hr..FB 30 150 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB
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2357 Focaccia bacon and cheese
Round, flat, rustic pizza dough filled with mozzarella, 

bacon and stracchino cheese. 

2358 Focaccia Italiana
Round, flat, rustic pizza dough filled with

 mozzarella, cherry tomatoes, and rocket. 

 12 320 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB 12 320 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB

2325 Calzone ham and chees 
Flat, rustic pizza dough filled with ham, tomatoes, 

mozzarella, and Edam cheese.

2324 Calzone salami and sweet pepper
Flat, rustic pizza dough filled with tomatoes, 

mozzarella, Edam cheese, sweet 
pepper, and salami.

2359 Focaccia salami and cheese
Round, flat, rustic pizza dough filled with mozzarella, 

provola cheese, and salami.

2326 Calzone tuna and onion
Flat, rustic pizza dough filled with tomatoes, 
mozzarella, tuna, Edam cheese, and onions.

 12 320 66  60 min. 6 hr..FB  3 x 2 300 152  30 min. 1 hr..PB

 3 x 2 300 152  30 min. 1 hr..PB 3 x 2 300 152  30 min. 1 hr..PB
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 24 180 72  20 Min. 24 Hr.PB

 24 170 72  20 Min. 24 Hr.PB  24 170 72  20 Min. 24 Hr.PB

355 Mexico rod
Twistet Danish pastry with a visible one  

filling with tomatoes, cheese, decorated with poppy.

412910 Mini pizza tomato mozzarella
Classic pizza dough topped with 

tomatoes and mozzarella.

 35 150 96  10-15 Min. 8 Hr.PBG

356 Mini pizza salami
Classic pizza dough topped with tomatoes, 

gouda cheese, salami and sweet pepper.

412010 Mini pizza salami
Classic pizza dough topped with tomatoes, 
Gouda cheese, salami, and sweet pepper. 

 3 x 2 300 152  30 Min. 1 Hr.PB  36 160 72  - 1 Hr.PB

2327 Calzone vegetables
Flat, rustic pizza dough filled with tomatoes, mozzarella, Edam 

cheese, aubergine, courgette, onions, and sweet pepper. 

2334 Pizza wrap
Rustic pizza wrap with mozzarella 

and tomatoes.
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*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

-72- -73-

* Keine Zentrallagerartikel, Mindestbezugsmenge auf Nachfrage. Für weitere Informationen stehen wir Ihnen jederzeit gerne zur Verfügung.

 813 Mediterranean lye twister 
Twisted, Danish lye pastry with a Mediterranean

 filling and decorated with cheese.

343 Chicken puff pastry premium 
Puff pastry without cuts with a skinless sausage 

of minced chicken meat.

 60 100 90  - 8 Hr.PBG

815 Lye twister cream cheese 
Twisted, Danish lye pastry with cream cheese 

filling and decorated with cheese. 

 344 Chicken pastry premium 
Danish pastry jalousie and a skinless 

sausage of minced chicken meat.

 60 100 90  - 8 Hr.PBG

 42 145 144   10-15 Min. 6 Hr.PBG 34 145 144   10-15 Min. 8 Hr.PBG

I’m the crispy hot dog. I was actually invented back 
          in 1847 by the butcher Johann Georg Hehner,
               so I was around ...

           .... e ven before the legendary Frankfurt sausage. 
                                          Now you didn’t know that, did you?   

 40 120 120   10-15 Min. 3 Hr.PBG

308 Hot dog deluxe 
Danish pastry filled with a scalded sausage and a sweet 

mustard cream; topped with a Danish pastry lattice. 
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 34 145 144   10-15 Min. 8 Hr.PBG

           I’m the ideal snack when 
     you’re  getting  peckish.   
                     I’m often  eaten simply    
      because my
       pa strycasing
      is so wonderfully

                      crisp and is perfect for 
all sorts of 

delicious  fillings. 
                                    

-74- -75-

304 Chicken pastry
Danish pastry jalousie and a skinless sausage of 

minced mechanically separated 
chicken meat.

 48 120 64   15 Min. 8 Hr.PBG

803 Ham and cheese pastry
Danish pastry filled with ham and cheese 

and decorated with cheese. 

 50 130 96   10-15 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

330 Spinach cheese turnover* 
Danish pastry turnover filled with spinach and brined cheese; 

with jalousie cuts in the top and decorated with sesame.

81485 Tomato cheese turnover
Danish pastry turnover filled with tomatoes, onions, mozzarella and 

basil; braided top and decorated with
 a cheese-herb mixture.

 64 120 60  20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG
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                  We, the petit crolines, are four 
                       little indulgences. 
      We are bursting with the sort of savoury
                        delights that make us simply irresistible. 

81086 Petit crolines with 
mushr.oom filling

Small, oblong, golden-yellow puff pastry parcels 
filled with mushr.oom; with lattice top.

81078  Petit crolines with 
salmon filling

Small, fish-shaped, golden-yellow puff pastry parcels filled 
with salmon; with small cuts in the top.

81094  Petit crolines with 
cheese filling

Small, oval, golden-yellow puff pastry parcels 
filled with cheese; with lattice top.

81108 Petit crolines with 
pressed ham

Small, oblong, golden-yellow puff pastry parcels 
filled with pressed ham; with small 

cuts in the top.

 91 22 240  30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG  91 22 240  30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG

 91 22 240  30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG  91 22 240  30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG
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The finest bakery products with a heart. 

Time to get sweet! We may just be made from sugar 

but we‘ll look really great in your display case and are a 

guaranteed irresistible temptation not only for you but for your 

customers too! Whether we are a Danish pastry, a crispy stick or 

a pastry turnover with a quark filling, nobody can resist us. 

Everyone finds us scrumptious. 

Want to bet that you won’t be able to resist us either?  

The benefits for you: 

Wide variety | Many assorted packs 

Some with very long storage times 

Pastries.
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216 Sweet mini Danish 
pastry assortment

Sweet mini Danish pastry assortment made up of: cinnamon 
Chelsea buns, Danish crowns with raspberry filling, Danish

 crowns with apple filling, Danish crowns with cold-cream 
and maple pecan Danish pastry.

 5 x 24 42 88  - 6 Hr.PBG

262 Fruity mini Danish 
pastry assortment

Fruity mini Danish pastry assortment made up of: Danish 
apple pastry, Danish sour cherry pastry, Danish mango 

pastry, and Danish strawberry pastry. 

 4 x 25 40 96  30 Min. 12 Hr.PBG

626 Cherry-vanilla turnover
Danish butter pastry turnover filled with vanilla cream 

and chunks of cherries; with a braided top 
and partly visible filling.

 40 120 80  20 Min. 24 Hr.PBG

657 Fruity Danish pastry
Fruity Danish pastry topped with mandarin oranges, peaches, 

grapes, and cherries. The products 
can be directly used after defrosting; they 

do not need to be baked first.

 12 140 96  90 Min. 24 Hr.FB

6322 Sweet apple pai  ®  
Small cake from crispy Butter shortcrust pastry 

with apple pieces, raisins and cinnamon.

 40 117 72  90-120 Min. 4 Hr.PBG

628 Puff pastry apple triangles
Puff pastry apple triangles with a filling of apples, 

raisins and cinnamon; decorated all over 
with granulated sugar.

 2 x 20 125 80  - 6 Hr.PBG
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637 Hazelnut mountain crest
Danish butter pastry turnover with hazelnut filling 

and decorated with hazelnut pieces.

  64 100 60  20 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

252 Crispy sticks with cherries  
and vanilla cream

Crispy sticks of puff pastry filled with cherries and vanilla cream, 
decorated with sugar. The wrappings to 

hold them are in the cardboard box.

 48 100 144  - 6 Hr.PBG

662 Bee sting pastry
Rectangular Danish butter pastry turnover filled with 

vanilla cream and decorated with flaked almonds.

 3 x 12 108 80  30 Min. 4-6 Hr.PBG

661 Pastry turnover with 
chocolate and hazelnuts

Rectangular Danish butter pastry turnover filled with nougat and hazel-
nut brittle, decorated with flaked hazelnuts and chocolate buttons.

 3 x 12 120 80  30 Min. 6 Hr.PBG

809 Quark turnover
Rectangular Danish butter pastry turnover 

with quark filling.

 2 x 32 160 36   20-30 Min. 24 Hr.PBG

1629 Danish cinnamon pastry
Classic rolled-up Danish pastry with 

sugar-cinnamon filling. 

 60 130 48  15 Min. 4-6 Hr.PBG



 30 160 40  30 Min. 12 Hr.PBG

 30 95 48     60-90 Min.     24 Hr.FB

-78- -79-

1633 Chelsea bun with raisins*
Danish pastry Chelsea bun with raisins.

1631 Danish pastry with 
vanilla flavour pudding

Angular Danish pastry with pudding.

 2 x 20 120 60  30 Min. 3 Hr.PBG

 2 x 20 120 60  30 Min. 4-6 Hr.PBG

774 Pudding pretzels
With vanilla cream.

 35 140 48  120 Min. 24 Hr.FB

 40 120 64  20 Min. 3 Hr.PBG

10823801 Sweet bread with poppy 
seed filling 

Plunder screw with poppy seed filling.
1681 Raspberry vanilla junk

Butter junk with 23%  
vanilla cream and 9% raspberry filling,.

1645 Maxi Chelsea bun with pudding 
cream and raisins*

Danish pastry Chelsea bun with pudding cream and raisins. 

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



1608 Chelsea bun with nut filling
Danish pastry Chelsea bun 

with nut filling.

  2 x 20 110 60  30 min. 3 hr.PBG

2534 Berliner doughnut with 
chocolate-hazelnut flavour

 pudding filling*
Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with chocolate 

hazelnut flavour pudding filling.with chocolate 
hazelnut flavour pudding filling.

10823901 Chelsea bun with 
hazelnut filling

Danish pastry Chelsea bun with nut filling. The products can be di-
rectly used after defrosting; they do not need to be baked first.

 30 100 48  90 min. 24 hr.FB

656 Sweet bread with poppy 
seed filling 

Yeast quark dough with poppy.

 12 110 96  90 min. 24 hr.FB

820 Sweet bread with poppy 
seed filling 

Yeast quark dough with poppy.

-80-

581 Berliner doughnut with  
multi-fruit filling in a tray *

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with a 
multi-fruit filling (raspberries, sour cherries, apples, 

strawberries) and decorated with icing sugar. 
6 doughnuts in each heat-sealed tray with label.

 36 110 44  120-180 min.  24 hr.FB

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.

 16 x 6 60 24  60-90 min.     6 hr.FB

2535 Berliner doughnut with 
chocolate pudding cream* 

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with 
chocolate pudding cream filling and topped with 

chocolate flavoured coating.

2519 Mini Berliner doughnut, 
four fruits  

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with a filling of 
four fruits (blackberry, raspberry, blueberry, black 

currant) and decorated with sugar.

1646 Maxi Chelsea bun 
with hazelnut filling

Danish pastry Chelsea bun with hazelnut filling.

 30 160 40  30 min. 12 hr.PBG



2532 Berliner doughnut 
with apricot filling*

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with apricot filling and de-
corated with icing sugar.

 48 75 48  60 min. 24 hr.FB

2534 Berliner doughnut with 
chocolate-hazelnut flavour

 pudding filling*
Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with chocolate 

hazelnut flavour pudding filling.with chocolate 
hazelnut flavour pudding filling.

2536 Berliner doughnut with vanilla 
cream filling and chocolate sprinkles*

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with vanilla 
cream filling and topped with fondant, 

decorated with chocolate sprinkles.

 48 72 44   60-90 min. 24 hr.FB
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 48 85 48  120 min. 24 hr.FB

2521 Berliner doughnut 
with multi-fruit filling

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with a multi-fruit filling (ras-
pberries, sour cherries, apples, strawberries) 

and decorated with icing sugar.

 48 65 48   60-90 min. 6 hr.FB

2535 Berliner doughnut with 
chocolate pudding cream* 

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with 
chocolate pudding cream filling and topped with 

chocolate flavoured coating.

 48 85 48  120 min. 24 hr.FB

2519 Mini Berliner doughnut, 
four fruits  

Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with a filling of 
four fruits (blackberry, raspberry, blueberry, black 

currant) and decorated with sugar.

 70 36 80  45 min. 24 hr.FB
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778 Pastry with crumbles and cream filling 
Golden-yellow, flat yeast dough pastry with 

crumbles and cream filling. 

 30 160 48 120 min. 24 hr..FB

644 Pastry with crumbles and currants 
Golden-yellow, flat yeast dough pastry with 

crumbles, currants and fondant.

 30 150 48  120 Min. 24 Hr.FB

687 Sugar pretzel
Round, fluffy yeast pretzel fried in fat, 
decorated with cinnamon and sugar. 

2528 Apple Berliner doughnut 
Round, fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with chopped app-

les in the dough and decorated with cinnamon and sugar.

 45 120 40  45 mn. 24 hr..FB

642 Pastry with crumbles
Golden-yellow, flat yeast dough pastry with 

crumbles and fondant.

 30 150 48  120 min. 24 hr..FB

80640 Pastry with crumbles
Golden-yellow, flat yeast dough pastry 

with crumbles and fondant.

  20 125 96  120 min. 24 hr..FB

 20 70 72   30-40 min. 24 hr..FB
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 52 58 44  60 min. 24 hr..FB 36 85 80   60 min.  48-72 hr..FB

727 Nut triangle 
Classic triangular shortcrust pastry with nut topping. Bottom 

and edges are iced with chocolate flavoured coating.

639 Beignet ring* 
Delicious, succulent deep-fried choux 

pastry with light vegetable fat icing.

655 Sponge cake iced with fondant
Classic sponge dough pastry iced with fondant.

 15 110 96  60 min. 24 hr..FB

80225 Sponge cake iced with fondant
Classic sponge dough pastry iced with fondant.

 25 90 96  60 min. 24 hr..FB

741 Nut triangle
Classic triangular shortcrust pastry with nut topping. 

Bottom and edges are iced with chocolate 
flavoured coating.

816 Twister with cocoa-
hazelnut cream filling

Fluffy yeast dough pastry fried in fat with cocoa hazelnut 
cream filling and decorated with cinnamon.

 50 100 135  60 min. 72 hr..FB 30 70 112  60 min. 18 hr..FB

*Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



96427 Mini Guglhupf
Small, fluffy sponge cake in a typical Guglhupf shape in 
vanilla, chocolate, and stracciatella varieties. The small 

cakes are individually packed in protective film. 

  40 50 72  60 min. 24 hr..FB

We are the cheeky little cakes. 
With cof fee, a s a small sweet 

snack or just because you
 feel like it – we are perfect for 

any occa sion. 
What’s more, we couldn’t be more 

convenient because we’re all 
individually wrapped. 

Your customers will simply love us!  

52418 Mini cream puff
Mini cream puff filled with whipped cream.

 6 x 40 12,5 96  30 min. 24 hr..RtE

739 Liège waffle
Belgian waffle with 12% butter and coarse sugar baked into the 

dough, giving the waffle its caramelised crust and 
melt-in-the-mouth centre. 

582 Belgian waffle
Belgian waffle with margarine with coarse sugar baked 

into the dough, giving the waffle its caramelised 
crust and melt-in-the-mouth centre. 

 40 90 60  120 min. 24 hr..FB  40 90 60  120 min. 24 hr..FB

-84-



Nothing tastes better with a coffee to go than we do! 

We are little round cakes and are meanwhile on everyone’s lips. 

Our secret is that we are soft, light and airy all at the same time. 

We come in all sorts of variations – whether with or without icing, 

we are one of the most popular sweet snacks there is. 

And if you want to be really extravagant, you can quickly 

jazz us up: topped with icing, we become 

a cupcake in no time at all. 

So what are you waiting for!  

The benefits for you: 

Long storage times | Wide variety 

Popular brand collaborations 

Muffins.

-84- -85-
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 36 110 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB

30167 Premium Choco Nuts Muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with ample hazelnuts 

in the mass. Topped with milk chocolate and decorated 
with chopped hazelnuts.

30168  Premium milk chocolate muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with milk chocolate drops 

in the mass and on top. Topped with milk chocolate glazing.

 36 110 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB
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 36 100 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB

30169 Nogger chocolate muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with ample ha-

zelnuts and a nougat cream filling. Topped with milk 
chocolate and decorated with chopped hazelnuts.

30173 Premium blueberry muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with blueberries 

in the mass and topped with crumbles.

30172 Premium double chocolate muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with ample cocoa and cho-

colate chunks in the mass and topped with chocolate chunks.

 36 125 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB

 36 100 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB



 36 100 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB

-86-

30050 Apple cinnamon muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape 

with apple pieces and cinnamon sugar.

  32 100 72  90 min. 48 hr.FB

41006 Chocolate muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with visible cho-

colate chunks in the mass.

80233 Double Chocolate Muffin
Rührteigküchlein in typischer Muffinform, mit 
zweierlei Schokoladenstücken in der Masse.

 35 75 88  90 min. 24 hr.FB

30188 Lemon muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with a lemon 

fruit preparation and decorated with coarse sugar.

 20 105 120 120 min. 48 hr.FB

41007 Blueberry muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with 

blueberries in the mass and topped with crumbles.

 36 100 48   120-180 min.   24 hr.FB
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18163601 Vanilla chocolate muffin 
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape with 
vanilla flavour and dark chocolate chunks in the 

mass. The muffins are packed individually.

 30 75 88  90 min. 24 hr.FB

10824301 Mini muffins assortment box 
Two types of small sponge cake in a typical muffin 

shape with chocolate and vanilla flavour, 
with chocolate chunks in the mass. 

 14 x 15 15 40  45 min. 72 hr.FB

                                 We may be mini but we’re a ta ste explosion! 
 We put the finishing touches to the range of products you of fer. 
                                         After all, who can resist such sweet little muffin s a s us?
                   We’ve become so popular because we make a great snack.

                    As a vanilla-chocolate muffin, I’m the ideal snack with cof fee. 
       As a cla ssic muffin, e veryone loves me too. Fancy a sweet treat when you’re out 
and about? I’m convenience itself 
   because I’m individually wrapped..

80241 Blueberry muffin
Small sponge cake in a typical muffin shape 

with blueberries in the mass.

 35 75 88  90 min. 24 hr.FB



We are colourful, we are sweet, we are the American Dream!

That’s why we make not only Homer Simpson happy; 

no, your customers will also be licking their fingers 

after gorging on us! Whether with icing or a filling 

(actually with both of them is best), we are the sweet temptations 

with the characteristic hole in the middle and we never 

fail to attract attention.

The benefits for you:

Eye-catcher at your counter | Long storage times | Wide variety

 

Doughnuts.
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 48 49 88      30-60 min.   24 hr.FB

659 Doughnut with sugar
Golden-yellow doughnut decorated with granulated sugar.

 36 70 88      90-120 min.   48 hr.FB

724 Doughnut with vanilla flavour
Doughnut with vanilla flavour filling, topped with 

light fat glaze and decorated with dark stripes 
of chocolate flavoured coating

802 Coconut doughnut
Doughnut with coconut filling, cocoa glazing 

and decorated with coconut flakes.

 3 x 12 70 88  60 min. 48 hr.FB

1625 Filled brown doughnut
Doughnut with chocolate flavour filling, topped with dark chocolate 

flavoured coating and decorated with light stripes of fat glaze.

 48 67 80    90-120 min.   24 hr.FB



801 Raspberry cream 
cheese doughnut

Doughnut with raspberry and cream cheese filling; with 
white glazing and decorated with red stripes.

 3 x 12 69 88  60 min. 48 hr.FB

649 Doughnut with chocolate 
flavoured coating

Doughnut with chocolate flavoured coating.

-90-

As a raspberry cream-cheese 
doughnut, 

I’ll satisfy everyone’s 
indulgences!

 48 51 88      30-60 min.   24 hr.FB



-90- -91-

 48 50 80      30-60 min.   24 hr.FB

80152 Doughnut, cocoa
Doughnut with chocolate flavoured coating.

 48 65 80    90-120 min.   24 hr.FB

18181301 Filled doughnut, nougat cream
Doughnut with nougat cream filling, topped with chocolate 

flavoured coating and decorated with brittle.

 48 70 80    90-120 min.   24 hr.FB

18181201 Filled doughnut, vanilla
Doughnut with vanilla flavour filling, topped 

with light fat glazing and decorated with 
hundreds-and-thousands.

80144 Doughnut, sugar
Golden-yellow doughnut decorated with granulated sugar.

 48 49 80    90-120 min.   24 hr.FB



And now to top it all!

Who isn’t already looking forward to the dessert as they 

savour their main course? Our advantage is that 

your customers will always have room for us. Whether a tartlet, 

lava cake, brownie, apple strudel or pancake: everyone 

finds us so moreish! That’s why it’s best if you try the

 whole range; you’ll quickly find that none 

of us are left over!

The benefits for you:

Extensive product range | Top quality

Taste as if freshly prepared | Most of them with long storage times

 

Desserts.

-92-



769 Apple-crumble tartelette
Small, golden-yellow sponge cake topped with apple pieces 

and crumbles; with paper frills in the cardboard box.

 24 120 160  240 min. 24 hr.FB

729 Cheese tartelette
Small, golden-yellow sponge cake with quark mass; 

with paper frills in the cardboard box.

 36 100 160  105 min. 24 hr.FB

776 Cherry-crumble tartelette
Small, golden-yellow sponge cake topped with cherries

 and crumbles; with paper frills in the cardboard box.

 24 120 160  240 min. 24 hr.FB

777 Chocolate-crumble tartelette
Dark, small sponge cake with chocolate chunks, filled with 

chocolate pudding and topped with dark crumbles; 
with paper frills in the cardboard box.

 24 120 160  240 min. 24 hr.FB

-92- -93-



-94-

41262 Brownie tartelette 
with hazelnuts

Succulent brownie cake topped with chocolate flavoured 
coating and hazelnut pieces. 

 45 95 40  3 - 4 hr. 48 hr.FB

41260 Skyr tartelette, apricot 
and sea buckthorn

Crunchy shortcrust base with 42% original Arla skyr (cream cheese 
made of skimmed milk according to an authentic Icelandic recipe) 

and a fruit preparation of apricot and sea buckthorn.

 45 125 40  4 - 5 hr. 24 hr.FB

41261 Skyr tartelette, raspberry 
and cranberry

Crunchy shortcrust base with 42% original Arla skyr (cream cheese 
made of skimmed milk according to an authentic Icelandic recipe) 

and a fruit preparation of raspberry and cranberry.

 45 125 40  4 - 5 hr. 24 hr.FB

          We are naturally delicious! 
                               And even without cream, 
                     we gently melt  in your mouth.



-94- -95-

19005 Lava cake, chocolate
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with a 

runny chocolate centre after heating.

 4 x 6 90 152  - -FB

 4 x 6 90 152  - -FB

19006 Lava Cake Birne*
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with a 

runny pear centre after heating.

 4 x 6 90 152  - -FB

19007 Lava Cake Himbeere*
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with a 

runny raspberry centre after heating.
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Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.
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19001 Cup dessert 
„Panna cotta peach“

Panna cotta cream on light-brown crumbles, decorated 
with pieces of peach and passion fruit sauce. Lids and 

sleeves are included in the cardboard box.

 30 85 80 210 min. 48 hr.RtE

19002 Cup dessert  
„A la Tiramisu“

Tiramisu cream on light-brown crumbles, 
decorated with delicious cocoa powder. Lids 

and sleeves are included in the cardboard box.

 30 80 80 210 min. 48 hr.RtE

19003 Cup dessert 
„Mascarpone raspberry“

Mascarpone cream and raspberry sauce decorated 
with raspberries and white chocolate flakes. Lids 

and sleeves are included in the cardboard box.

 30 85 80 210 min. 48 hr.RtE



-96- -97-

30182 Brownie, hazelnut
Succulent chocolate cake with hazelnuts and big 

chocolate chunks in the mass, 
cut into portion sizes.

 8 x 12 79   44  180-240 min.     48 hr.FB

19045101 Brownie
Classic chocolate cake with chocolate 

drops in the mass.

 60 47 162 120 min. 72 hr.FB

 3 x 12 70 96   180-240 min.   48 hr.FB

40396 Hazelnut brownie
Succulent chocolate cake with chocolate 

flavoured piping, decorated with hazelnut
 pieces and cut into portion sizes.



-98-

30185 Apple strudel
Golden-brown baked apple strudel slices 

filled with pieces of fresh apples and sultanas, 
dusted with sugar and cinnamon, 

cut into portion sizes.

 60 60 49  - -PC

4005 Dampfnudeln  
(steamed yeast dumplings)

Square, fully cooked yeast dough. Serve the dumplings with 
hot cherries and vanilla sauce, just as you like.

4009 Apple strudel
Golden-brown baked apple strudel slices filled with pieces 

of fresh apples and sultanas, dusted with sugar 
and cinnamon, cut into portion sizes.

 42 160 48  75 min. 24 hrFB

 50 140 35  - -FB

4402 Pancake, plain
Classic, plain, and prefolded pancake. Serve the 

pancakes with hot cherries and vanilla 
ice cream, just as you like.

 60 100 72 480 min. 24 hr.FB
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19096401 Pancake with berry filling

Classic, golden-yellow and rolled-up pancake 
with berry filling. Serve the pancakes with

 vanilla ice cream, just as you like.

19096201 Pancake with quark filling
Classic, golden-yellow and rolled-up pancake

 with quark filling. Serve the pancakes with 
fresh fruit, just as you like.

19096101 Pancake, unfilled
Classic, plain, and prefolded pancake. Serve the pancakes 

with hot cherries and vanilla ice cream, 
just as you like.



-98- -99-

19096301 Pancake with apple filling
Classic, golden-yellow and rolled-up pancake with 

apple filling. Serve the pancakes with vanilla 
ice cream, just as you like.

 60 80 70  - -FB

19096401 Pancake with berry filling
Classic, golden-yellow and rolled-up pancake 

with berry filling. Serve the pancakes with
 vanilla ice cream, just as you like.

 60 80 70  - -FB

19096201 Pancake with quark filling
Classic, golden-yellow and rolled-up pancake

 with quark filling. Serve the pancakes with 
fresh fruit, just as you like.

 60 80 70  - -FB

19096101 Pancake, unfilled
Classic, plain, and prefolded pancake. Serve the pancakes 

with hot cherries and vanilla ice cream, 
just as you like.

 60 70 96  120 Min. -FB



We are the springboard for your ideas! 

Give free rein to your imagination and serve your guests 

your very own creations! With our high-quality dough 

sheets or bases for pizza, tarte flambée and sweet 

cakes, you can build on our quality and don’t 

need to give a second thought to preparing 

the perfect dough as well! With our help, 

your ideas are bound to be a success. 

Davon profitieren Sie:

Saves time | No limits to creativity 

Dough sheets.

-100-

1399 Pizza base with tomato
Prebaked wheat pizza base for further processing, 
topped with tomato pulp; the diameter is approx. 

11 in. Create your own delicious varieties with 
toppings such as mozzarella, rocket, 

cherry tomatoes, etc. 
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165 Dough sheet, white 
Wheat dough sheet for further processing (approx. 
12.5 x 9 in). You can make small savoury items such 

as mini rolls and burger buns from the dough, 
just as you like. You can also decorate your 

creations with grains or seeds, for 
example, just as you prefer.

 5 1.400 80 720 min.  24 hr.PC

742 Yeast dough sheet
Yeast dough sheet for further processing (approx. 

20.5 x 12.5 x 0.6 in).You can make small yeast 
pastries with different fillings (vanilla cream, 

fruit preparations, etc.) from it. You can
 decorate your creations with crumbles or f

laked almonds, for example, just as you prefer.

 7 1.300 44  30 min. 12 hr.PC

1399 Pizza base with tomato
Prebaked wheat pizza base for further processing, 
topped with tomato pulp; the diameter is approx. 

11 in. Create your own delicious varieties with 
toppings such as mozzarella, rocket, 

cherry tomatoes, etc. 

 12 280 65  10 min. -PC

 5 x 10 130 60  - -PC

758 Tarte flambée base
Oval and prebaked wheat tarte flambée 

base (approx. 15 x 11 in.). Create your 
own delicious varieties with toppings 

such as crème fraîche, diced 
ham, onions, etc.W
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1265 Dough off 
potato bread

Dough off potato bread

 50 90 96  - -PC



-102-

We are the foundations for your creativity!

We’ll make your inspirations a reality in no time at all. 

What’s more, we taste homemade. 

You only need to see to our filling or topping 

– we’ll take care of the rest! 

That’s why we’re ideally suited to your seasonal baking ideas. 

The benefits for you:

Saves time | Superior quality | Basis for creative ideas

Basic products.



-102- -103-

40629 Butter crumble (unbaked) 
Unbaked and loose butter crumble 

for further processing. 

 1 3.500 96  - -

40748 Shortcrust base with Bavarian cream
Crunchy shortcrust with layers of raspberries, redcurrant jam, 

sponge, and Bavarian cream. The cake base has a 
diameter of approx. 7 in. and can be decorated 

and topped with fresh fruit, for example.

 9 380 35  4-6 Hr. -FB

41274 Batter basic-tartlet bright
Small round tarte with bright, baked batter, vanilla creme. 

Ready to finsh with fresh fruits .

 96 45 48   2-3 hr. 24 hr.FB

41275 Batter basic-tartlet chocolatte
Small round tarte with cacao baked batter and chocolate cream.

Ready for garnishing.

 96 45 48  2-3 hr. 24 hr.FB

40181 Strawberry vanilla cream slices
Bright biscuit with strawberry cream und vanilla cream. 

It’s easy to decorate.

 8 875 36  6-8 Hr. 24 Hr. RtE



-104-

And with liberal lashings of cream, if you please!

We are simply irresistible if you have a sweet tooth! 

Everyone is thrilled by our fresh and creamy consistency. 

Put the finest gateaux into your display even without being a 

pâtissier yourself. It’s a guarantee that nobody will be able to resist us! 

Davon profitieren Sie:

Wide variety | Top quality | Taste homemade

Cream gateaux.
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 3 2.000 14 40RtE

41132 Black Forest gateau
- individually packed and labeled - 

Succulent chocolate sponge cake with a filling of sour 
cherries and kirsch cream on a shortcrust base, 
decorated with cream rosettes, glacé cherries,  

and dark chocolate shavings.

 6-8 hr. 24 hr.

41134 Strawberry-yoghurt gateau 
- individually packed and labeled - 

Sponge cake, light in colour, with strawberry-yoghurt cream 
and strawberry puree on a shortcrust base, decorated with 

cream rosettes and shavings of white and dark milk chocolate. 

 3 1.750 14 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41136 Cheese cream gateau
- individually packed and labeled - 

Light-coloured sponge cake with cheese cream 
on a shortcrust base, dusted with icing sugar.

 3 1.900 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40800 Cheese cream gateau        
Light-coloured sponge cake with cheese cream 

on a shortcrust base, dusted with icing sugar.

 2 2.000 56  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



-106-

Mandarin cream gateau  
Light-coloured sponge cake with mandarin cream, decorated with 
sponge dough rolls and mandarins; with a gelatine glaze finishing.

41168 Mandarin cream gateau  
- individually packed and labeled - 

40871 Mandarin cream gateau  

 3 1.950 -40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41135 Tiramisu gateau
- individually packed and labeled - 

Light-coloured, amaretto-soaked sponge cake with tiramisu-
mascarpone cream on a shortcrust base, dusted with tiramisu powder.

 3 1.500 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40593 Almond bee sting gateau  
 Fluffy yeast dough with Chantilly cream and 
decorated with flaked caramelised almonds.

 3 1.250 56  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40854 Chocolate-truffle cream gateau   
 Succulent chocolate sponge cake with truffle cream and 

cherries on a shortcrust base, decorated with chocolate 
shavings and chocolate coated marzipan balls.

 3 1.750 40  8-10 hr. 72 hr.RtE



-107-

41133 Chocolate cream gateau
- individually packed and labeled - 

Succulent chocolate sponge cake with chocolate cream on a shortcrust 
base, decorated with cream rosettes and dark chocolate shavings. 

 3 1.650 14 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40799 Nut-marzipan gateau „Lübeck style“ 
Light-coloured sponge cake with nut cream and a marzipan top on a short-

crust base, decorated with cream rosettes and hazelnuts.

 3 1.800 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



-108-

Everyone knows us so you should never be without us! 

Whether a Frankfurter Kranz – but you can call us a Frankfurt 

Crown Cake too – or a Sachertorte with our origins in Vienna, 

we are a tradition and always in demand! 

Davon profitieren Sie:

Finest ingredients | Essential gateau classic 

Long storage times

Classics.
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 1 2.000 88  8-10 hr.  72hr.RtE  1 2.000 88  8-10 hr.  72 hr. RtE

41137 Frankfurt crown cake      
- individually packed and labeled - 

Light-coloured sponge mass soaked with kirsch, 
filled with sour cherries and buttercream, 

decorated with buttercream, brittle 
and glacé cherries.

40642 Frankfurt crown cake
Light-coloured sand cake mass soaked with 

kirsch, filled with sour cherries and 
buttercream, decorated with 

buttercream, brittle and 
glacé cherries.

40780 Frankfurt crown cake
Light-coloured sand cake mass soaked with kirsch, 

filled with sour cherries and buttercream, 
decorated with buttercream, brittle 

and glacé cherries.

 3 1.000 40  8-10 hr. 72 hr.RtE



-110-

41186 Sacher cake
- individually packed and labeled -

Dark, succulent sponge cake bases layered alternately with an apricot-
rum filling, topped with chocolate flavoured coating and decorated 

with chocolate chips; Sacher decoration is included. 

 3 1.550 40  6-8 hr. 72 hr.RtE

I’m the 
speciality of the 

Viennese 
confectioner. 

                                I first saw the light of 
             day back in 1832. Prince Metternich 
                     needed a special dessert for his illustrious 
     guests so he asked his court kitchen to create it. 
              Due to the illness of the chef, however, the task fell to         
                      Franz Sacher, at that time an apprentice 
            in his second year and only 16 years old, 
                                    who created me in my basic form. 



We are blissfully creamy cakes baked to perfection! 

If you don’t like us, then you don’t like anything sweet. 

A fresh cream slice may be a little naughty but it’s ever so nice. 

Sometimes it’s even two slices because 

nobody can get enough of us! 

Davon profitieren Sie:

Wide variety | Can be individually portioned | Superior quality 

Cream slices.

-110- -111-
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40908 Danube wave cake, precut 
Dark and light-coloured sponge dough with sour cherries and

Chantilly cream, topped with chocolate flavoured coating.

 3 1.000 10 96  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40622 Danube wave cake, precut
Dark and light-coloured sponge dough with sour cherries and 

Chantilly cream, topped with chocolate flavoured coating.

 4 2.000 16 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41139 Danube wave cake, precut
- individually packed and labeled - 

Dark and light-coloured sponge dough with sour cherries 
and Chantilly cream, decorated with chocolate powder.

 3 1.950 20 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



-112-

RtE

41249 Black Forest cream slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Chocolate sponge dough bases with cherry preparation and kirsch cream, 
decorated with light-coloured cream and dark chocolate shavings.

 3 1.850 16 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.

41108 Black Forest cream slice     
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with cherry preparation 

and kirsch cream, decorated with light-coloured 
cream and dark chocolate shavings.

 8 1.200 10 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41143 Chocolate cream slice 
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Succulent chocolate sponge cake with chocolate cream, 
decorated with white chocolate shavings.

 3 1.400 20 64  6-8 hr. 24 hrRtE

41144 Tiramisu cream slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Light-coloured, amaretto-soaked sponge cake with tiramisu-
mascarpone cream, dusted with tiramisu powder.

 3 1.500 20 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



-116-

41140 Bee sting, precut 
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Fluffy yeast dough with Chantilly cream and 
decorated with caramelised flaked almonds.

 3 1.850 20 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41247 Bee sting slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Fluffy yeast dough with Chantilly cream and 
decorated with caramelised flaked almonds.

 3 1.850 16 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40628 Almond bee sting slice 
Fluffy yeast dough with Chantilly cream and 

decorated with caramelised 
flaked almonds.

 4 1.900 16 40  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



-116- -117-

 2 1.950 48  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40413 Tiramisu cream slice           
Dark sponge cake with tiramisu cream and amaretto-soaked 

sponge fingers, decorated with a powder of 
cocoa and powdered sugar.

40412 Latte macchiato cream slice
Dark sponge cake with cappuccino-coffee cream and 

decorated with meringue crumbs and a powder 
of cocoa and powdered sugar.

 2 2.000 18 48  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41248 Cheese cream slice          
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Light-coloured sponge cake with cheese cream, 
dusted with powdered sugar.

 3   1.950       16     64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

No slice cuts a finer figure
 than we do. 

At your counter too. 



41141 Mandarin cream slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

Light-coloured sponge cake with dessert filling and mandarin segments.

 3 2.900 20 64  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

-118-

40466 Mandarin cream slice          
Light-coloured sponge cake with mandarin cream, decorated 

with sponge dough rolls and mandarins;
 with a gelatine glaze finishing.

 2 2.800 48  6-8 hr. 24 Hr.RtE



             Fancy a quick slice? 
       We are sweet so
                    just take your pick.

40329 Lemon cream and peach slice
Light-coloured sponge cake with lemon cream and pieces of 

peach, decorated with yellow and red gelatine glaze.

40448 Vanilla cream slice 
with raspberries 

Chocolate sponge cake and chocolate sponge dough with vanilla 
cream, topped with raspberries and finished with gelatine glaze.

 2 2.450 16 48  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

-118- -119-

 2  1.800      16      48  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE

40448 Vanille-Sahneschnitte 
mit Himbeeren

Schoko-Biskuit und Schoko-Rührteig mit Vanillesahne, mit 
Himbeeren belegt und mit Geleeguss abgeglänzt.

 2 2.650 48  6-8 hr. 24 hr.RtE



Now it’s getting fruity! 

And we’ve really got something in store for you: the finest cream blen-

ding with the best fruits to form an incomparably fresh indulgence. We 

are made exclusively from the finest ingredients. 

The benefits for you:

Fruity cream combinations | Finest ingredients

Can be individually portioned 

Just go ahead and gobble me up! With my carroty, nutty base, 

I know you want to … and topped with ground pistachios … 

simply divine! 

Select slices.

-120-
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 4 x 16 170 16 36FB

40310 Apple slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                                               

Fluffy sand cake mass topped with apple wedges and almond slivers, 
dusted with cinnamon and finished with gelatine glaze.

   8-10 hr.      48 hr.

FB

41150 Apple crumble slice 
- individually packed and labeled -                                                               

Fluffy sand cake mass with apples and crumbles.  

 3 x 20 2.150 20 64      8-10 hr.       48 hr.

40461 Truffle cream slice
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with chocolate cream, deco-
rated with chocolate shavings and chocolate coated marzipan 

balls.

 2 2.600 48  8-10 hr. 72 hr.RtE

30180 Carrot Cake 
Fluffy nut base with fresh carrot shreds and cream cheese 

crème, decorated with ground pistachios. 

 8 x 12 1.000 12 44     3-4 hr.       24 hr.RtE



-122-

81469 Butter cake
Fluffy and moist yeast dough with butter rosettes, 

with almonds and dusted with sugar. 

 6 x 6 2.100 6 120       2 hr.       24 hr.FB

41149 Plum crumble slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                                                         

Fluffy sand cake mass with plums and crumbles.  

41148 Currant crumble slice
- individually packed and labeled -                                                               

Delicious, light-coloured sponge cake with currants and crumbles.

40603 Poppy seed crumble slice
Fluffy sponge dough base with poppy seed mass, 

apple pieces and topped with crumbles.

 4 x 16 2.880 16 40    8-10 hr.      48 hr.FB

 3 x 20 2.150 20 64    8-10 hr.      48 hr.FB

 3 x 20 2.150 20 64    8-10 hr.      48 hr.FB



-122- -123-

No need for “Say cheese please” because we cheesecakes and 

crumble cakes always get a smile. We’re simply scrumptious 

and the perfect accompaniment to a cup of tea in the afternoon. 

By the way, we’re called cheesecakes because when we 

were invented, quark was commonly thought of as a cheese – 

just like Gouda and Emmental. This is to do with the fact 

that quark is one stage on the way to becoming a mature cheese. 

And that’s how we got our name. We’re ever so yummy just 

as we are but perfect for special touches too.

Davon profitieren Sie:

Wide variety | Top quality | Long storage times

Round cakes.
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41160 Cheese cake
- individually packed and labeled -                                                               

Round shortcrust base with a moist cheese-quark mass.

 4 2.000 48 10-12 Hr. 48 hr.FB

41271 Cheesecake*
- individually packed and labeled -                                                                         

Round cheescake with crumble base, decoratet with almonds.

 4 1.950 76 10-12 Hr. 48 hr.FB

41263 Pumpkin pie 
Round cake with crumble base mit pumpkin quark, 

decorated with pumpkin seeds, cutted in 10 pieces.

 4 1.050 64 10-12 Hr. 24 hr.FB

40588 Cheese cake with mandarins  
Round shortcrust base with a moist cheese-quark mass, 

topped with mandarin segments.

 4 2.000 48 10-12 Hr. 48 hr.FB



-124- -125-

40611 Apple cake „Florentine style“     
Plain cake mass with apple wedges and sour cream, 

decorated with flaked almonds.

 4 1.750 48 10-12 Hr. 48 Hr.FB

40599 Poppy seed crumble cake   
Fluffy sponge dough base with poppy seed mass, 

apple pieces and topped with crumbles.

 3 2.000 56  8-10 Hr. 48 Hr.FB

41126 Carrot cake, precut
Fluffy nut base with fresh carrot shreds and cream 
cheese crème, decorated with ground pistachios.

   4-5 Hr.      48 Hr. 4 1.000 12 64RtE

41253 Cheese cake with cherries and crumbles
- individually packed and labeled -                                                               

Round shortcrust base with a moist cheese-quark mass, 
topped with cherries and crumbles.

 4 2.200 48 10-12 Hr. 48 Hr.FB



We taste like grandmother’s cakes!

We’re not only reminiscent of the good old days, we typify them 

as well! Thanks to the best ingredients and classic recipes, 

we are wonderfully succulent and delicious. We will give your 

guests an unforgettable scrummy experience. 

And to make sure absolutely everyone can have a yummy 

piece of us, we are enormous. With our very respectable 

diameter of 37cm, we’re pretty impressive. So the best 

thing to do now is to find out for yourself! 

The benefits for you:

Classic recipes | Long storage times unrefrigerated too 

37cm in diameter| Clean Label

Country cakes..

-126-
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Apple-nut coutntry cake
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base and apple 

wedges, topped with butter crumble and hazelnuts, 
finished with gelatine glaze.

Plum country cake
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base and refined 

with hazelnuts, topped with plums and butter crumble, finished with 
gelatine glaze.

 3 3.000 54  10-12 hr. 48 hr.FB

 3 3.000 54  10-12 hr. 48 hr.FB

41267 Apple-nut coutntry cake- 
uncut - 

41268 Plum country cake 
 - uncut - 

40666 Plum country cake
 - sliced, 14 pices - 

- individually packed and labeled -                                     



-128-

Apple country cake
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base 

and apple wedges, topped with butter crumble, 
finished with gelatine glaze.

Chocolate-cherry country cake 
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base and light- 

and dark-coloured sponge dough, with cherries 
and decorated with chopped almonds. 

 3 3.000 54  10-12 hr. 48 hr.FB

 2 3.000 54  10-12 hr. 48 hr.FB

41154 Apple country cak
 - uncut - 

- individually packed and labeled -                                     
40665 Apple country cak

 - sliced, 14 pices - 
- individually packed and labeled -                                     

40712 Chocolate-cherry country cake
 - uncut - 

41256 Chocolate-cherry country cake
- uncut - 
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41096 Cheese-peach country cake
 - uncut - 

Big, succulent cake made of quark mass on crunchy crumble base, 
topped with pieces of peach and crumbles, decorated 

with a band of sweet snow around the edge. 

41097 Strawberry-rhubarb, yoghurt 
crumble country cake

 - uncut - 
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base, with 

strawberry filling, rhubarb pieces, yoghurt and 
crumble, with fondant icing piping.

 3 3.000 54 10-12 hr.. 48 hr..FB

 3 3.000 54  10-12 hr. 48 hr.FB



40678 Cheese-mandarin country cake  
- sliced, 14 pices - 

- individually packed and labeled -                                     
Big, succulent cheese cake with crunchy crumble base and manda-

rins, finished with gelatine glaze.

41269 Cheese-mandarin country cake 
- uncut - 

40710 Sour cream and fruits 
country cake 

- uncut - 
Big, succulent sponge cake with crunchy crumble base 

and a topping of sour cream, decorated with 
mandarins, currants and almond flakes.

 3 3.100 54 10-12 Hr. 48 Hr.FB

 3 3.000 54 10-12 Hr. 48 Hr.FB
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We are a tradition! 

We ring cakes or “gugelhupfs”, as we are also known, 

rose to popularity in Germany and Austria in the Biedermeier 

period and were actually seen as a status symbol. 

Even today, we have lost none of our great popularity. 

We are uncomplicated and succulent and can also be eaten 

as a to-go cake on a serviette. So we can not only be enjoyed in a 

café but outside too. Which of us will find their way round to you? 

Davon profitieren Sie:

Long storage times unrefrigerated too 

Perfect for to-go sales

Ring cakes.
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40559 Ring cake „Stracciatella vanilla“
Succulent sponge cake with vanilla flavour and chocolate drops 

in the dough. Topped with chocolate flavoured coating and 
decorated with chocolate drops.

 3 1.850 45  6-8 hr. 24 hr.FB

40567 Marble ring cake 
Succulent sponge cake with light-coloured 

and dark sponge dough mass. 

 3 1.750 45  6-8 hr. 24 hr.FB

 3 1.350 45  6-8 hr. 24 hr.FB

40564 Ring cake „lemon“
Succulent sponge cake with natural lemon oil. Coated with white 

icing, with brown chocolate flavoured piping.

40562 Marmortopfkuchen 
Saftiger Rührteigkuchen mit heller und dunkler  

Rührteigmasse. Mit dunkler kakaohaltiger  
Fettglasur überzogen, mit weißer Glasur  

abgefädelt.

 3 1.350 45  6-8 hr. 24 hr.FB
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We are the Gebr. Hack Manufaktur’s innovative cakes. 
We contain 46% original Arla skyr. That’s why we’re so naturally 

mouth-watering and lovely and creamy – even without any cream. 

Under the original Arla skyr, we have a tasty crumble base 
and we are topped off with lovely fruity whirls in the 
varieties apricot-sea buckthorn, raspberry-cranberry. 

and mango-passion fruit. 

The benefits for you:

Source of protein

With original Arla skyr

Trending topics.
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41266 Skyr Tarte 
mango-passion fruit 

Crunchy shortcrust base with 49% original Arla skyr (cream cheese 
made of skimmed milk according to an authentic Icelandic recipe) 

and a fruit preparation of mango-passion fruit.

 4 650 156  4-6 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41278 Skyr tarte, raspberry 
and cranberry

Crunchy shortcrust base with 49% original Arla skyr (cream cheese 
made of skimmed milk according to an authentic Icelandic recipe) 

and a fruit preparation of raspberry and cranberry.

 4 650 156  4-6 hr. 24 hr.RtE

41288 Skyr tarte, apricot 
and sea buckthorn

Crunchy shortcrust base with 49% original Arla skyr (cream cheese 
made of skimmed milk according to an authentic Icelandic recipe) 

and a fruit preparation of apricot and sea buckthorn.

 4 650 156  4-6 hr. 24 hr.RtE



Warning: danger of addiction!

We, the scrumptious cakes with our origins in Sweden, bring the 

taste of Daim, Toblerone or Milka to you. Our almond base puts 

us in a class of our own. Try us and you’ll never want to be 

without us – and that’s a promise.

 The most popular one of us is the Almondy Almond cake with Daim. 

Around 1,000,000 of them are polished off each year – just in Sweden! 

That’s some 115 cakes per hour and at all hours of the day! 

The benefits for you:

Choice ingredients | Gluten-free | Conveniently packed 

Licensed products.

license
inside
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  We are all gluten-free, vegetarian, halal and

 kosher certifi ed
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1231150 Almondy Almond cake 
Almond bases with golden-yellow cream and roasted 

almond flakes, gluten-free.

 6 900 48  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE

1234152 Almondy Almond cake  
with Daim

Almond bases with golden-yellow cream and crunchy 
caramel, coated with milk chocolate, gluten-free. 

 6 1.000 48  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE

614004472 Almondy Milka Chocolate  
and Almond cake 

Almond bases with chocolate cream and Milka chocolate 
chunks, coated with Milka alpine milk 

chocolate, gluten-free.

 6 980 48  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE

                                

 

  We are all gluten-free, vegetarian, halal and
 kosher certifi ed



614006278 Almondy Almond 
creamy chocolate cake*
Almond bases with chocolate cream and 
roasted almonds, coated with chocolate, 

lactose-free and gluten-free.

 6 900 48  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE

1237153 Almondy Almond cake  
with caramel & peanuts 

Almond bases with caramel, peanuts and nougat cream, 
coated with milk chocolate, gluten-free.

 6 1.200 48  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE

1255159 Almondy Almond cake  
with Toblerone

Almond bases with chocolate cream, chocolate 
mousse and chunks of Toblerone, coated with milk 

chocolate, gluten-free.

 6 1.000 44  40 hr. 168 hr.RtE
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Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.



Scrumptious Disney magic. We are the product of Disney’s commitment 

to helping children and families towards a more balanced lifestyle. 

We prefer yoghurt instead of cream.

As innovative products which have received their first awards, we feel ho-

noured to bear such widely known Disney brands such as Mickey Mouse, 

Frozen and Cars. 

The benefits for you:

Widely known Disney brands | Highly distinctive products

Health-conscious nutrition 

Licensed products.

license
inside
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41213 Frozen party cake
Yoghurt cream with vanilla flavour on fluffy, light-coloured sponge 

cake with wheat bran. Decorated with blue grated coconut 
and snowflake sugar and a marzipan layer

 with “Frozen” print.

 4 500 156  4-5 Hr. 24 Hr. RtE

41216 Princess party cake
Yoghurt cream with strawberry flavour on fluffy, light-coloured 

sponge cake with wheat bran. Decorated with pink heart 
sprinkles and a marzipan layer with “Disney 

Princess” print.

 4 500 156  4-5 hr. 24 hr. RtE



Lizenzprodukte.
Who doesn’t know us? 

We are heroes and our names are very much in demand. 

We evolve into irresistible cake creations guaranteed 

not to be in your display for very long. We bring the 

TV characters so popular with the kids to 

your cabinets. 

And there’s bound to be just the right cake here 

to cater for all tastes. There’s always a good 

reason to indulge when we are around!

The benefits for you:

Widely known brands | Best ingredients | Creative products 

Striking packaging 

license
inside
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41224 Barbie Fantasy strawberry cream gateau*
Strawberry cream with strawberry fruit preparation on fluffy, light-coloured 

sponge cake. Decorated with pink heart sprinkles 
and a marzipan layer with “Barbie” print.

 4 500 132  4-5 hr. 24 hr. RtE

41223 Fireman Sam chocolate cream gateau
Chocolate cream with chocolate drops on fluffy chocolate 

sponge cake. Decorated with crispy chocolate balls sprinkle 
and a marzipan layer with “Fireman Sam” print.

 4 500 132  4-5 hr. 24 hr. RtE

41222 Bob the Builder chocolate cream gateau*  
Chocolate cream with chocolate drops on fluffy chocolate sponge 

cake. Decorated with crispy chocolate balls sprinkle 
and a marzipan layer with “Bob the Builder” print.

 4 500 132  4-5 hr. 24 hr. RtE
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Let us help you to have a perfect day! 

The best thing about us is the original Baileys taste. Whether 

embedded as a liquid centre in a succulent lava cake 

or a chocolate cake encased in Baileys cream. 

We were the trend – we are the trend – we remain the trend. 

The benefits for you:

Finest ingredients | Original Baileys taste

Striking packaging | High brand presence 

Treat yourself to a moment of Baileys.

Lizenzprodukte.

license
inside
license
inside
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41246 Baileys cream cake 
Cream mixture with original Baileys flavour on fluffy chocolate 

sponge cake. Decorated with crispy chocolate balls sprinkle, 
chocolate cream piping, light-coloured Baileys cream rosettes, icing 

with Baileys flavour and a marzipan layer with “Baileys” print.

 8 550 72  4-5 hr. 24 hr.RtE

19010 Baileys lava cake
Succulent chocolate sponge cake with finest Belgian 

chocolate and liquid centre flavoured with
Baileys after heating.

 12 x 2 90 112  - -RtE
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Gönn dir einen Moment Baileys.

Item not in central warehouse, minimum purchase quantity upon request. We are happy to provide you with further information at any time, should you have any questions.
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For your notes 
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Für Ihre Notizen



We would like to thank you for your interest in our product range!
Contact us today and we will provide you with an individual offer,
calculations, a product sample and the specifications.

Your personal contact partner is available at any time to answer
any questions you may have.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Your team of the HACK AG

APPETIT AUF QUALITÄT

HACK AG
Karl-Hack-Allee 1
56581 Kurtscheid
Tel. +49 2634 9660-0
Fax +49 2634 9660-55
info@hack.ag

   The good ending.

www.hack.ag


